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Abstract
This thesis studies the influence of the roll-up of a wake on the benefits in induced drag and rolling
moment experienced by a close formation of two elliptically loaded wings. The roll-up of the leading
wake is computed in the Trefftz plane using a linear vorticity panel method. A smoothing parameter
as well as a truncation of the vortex sheet in the highly rolled-up areas are introduced in order to
stabilize the computations. The trailing wing is simply modeled as a lifting line, and its induced
drag is computed thanks to a near-field analysis. The results are compared to computations using
simple horseshoe-vortex methods, either with or without a viscous core. Maximum induced drag
benefits comprised between 60% and 70% are observed for a lateral overlap of both wings of about
5% to 10% of the span. The maximum rolling moment is in average attained for 1.5% of the span
less overlap. It is found that a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core of radius over semi-span ratio
2=e = 0.12 modeled according to Burnham can account well for the effects of the roll-up of the wakeb
on the benefits in induced drag that can be gained from formation flight. Actually, the difference
between both results is mainly confined in a small region around the maximum and the relative
error is generally low. Taking the vertical drift of the whole wake into account is not found to be
beneficial to the agreement between the results around the maximum. In the case of the rolling
moment, the predictions given by simple horseshoe vortex models do not agree very well with the
predictions given by the rolled-up sheet model, the relative error between both predictions being
very high in many areas.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Why is formation flight an interesting concept?
Formation flight is not a new concept; it has existed in nature for a very long time. For example,
geese fly in flocks for several reasons: it makes navigation or food searching easier, it provides them
with better protection, it permits them to stay in visual contact while avoiding collisions and they
can profit from favorable aerodynamic interference [1]. Theoretical studies have predicted induced
drag savings of up to 65% for a 25-bird flock in optimum spacing [2]. Real birds, however, do
not usually have that specific spacing and studies of geese showed that they experienced savings in
induced power, that is, the power required to overcome induced drag, on the order of 10% with a
maximum of 35%[3].
Flight tests were first conducted by Beukenberg and Hummel [34] using two Dornier Do 28-D1.
The rear aircraft was equipped with a formation flight extremum controller, which permitted it to
find and hold the right position. They obtained up to 10% power reduction compared to solo flight
for the system of the two aircraft. More recently, the NASA Autonomous Formation Flight (AFF)
program showed that similar savings could be achieved by planes. Flight tests were conducted
on two F/A-18s flying in formation equipped with a formation flight instrumentation system. This
consists of an advanced autopilot which computes the optimum location of the trailing aircraft based
on measurements made by a highly accurate differential Global Positioning System. The data is
shared between the aircraft via a wireless local-area network. Flying at a Mach number of 0.56 and
an altitude of 25,000 ft, time-averaged fuel savings of just over 18% were observed for the trailing
aircraft when it was located at the optimum position. The benefits were nearly cut by half when
flying at a Mach number of 0.86 and an altitude of 36,000 ft, near the flight regime of commercial
aircraft [4].
The interest in formation flight has been renewed as recent advances in technology have created
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an opportunity for implementing it. Moreover, with the current growth of the cargo market and
increase in fuel price (about 44% increase in the past year), there is a need for a new technology
permitting to lower fuel costs. Actually, most predictions say that the world freighter fleet will more
than double by the year 2020. The development will especially occur in the long-range category
[5]. Knowing that formation flight can not only reduce fuel costs but also increase the range of an
aircraft with a given payload, this is creating a large potential market for such a new technology.
Military applications are numerous. For example, the range increase could make it possible to reach
further areas for CONUS based divisions, and the decreased amount of fuel burnt could enable large
reductions in refueling costs for the bombing missions. Formation flight could also be applied to
multi-UAV missions such as surveillance as a reduction in induced drag would improve significantly
the UAVs' endurance.
1.2 Aerodynamic Background to formation flight
Lissaman and Shollenberger [2] studied the formation flight benefits for birds by measuring flight
power demand. They approximated each bird as a fixed wing aircraft. Figure 1.1 shows the flow field
behind the wing of a bird. It shows an upwash field beyond the wingtip. This field is very strong
close to the wingtip. The downwash inboard of the wing is also manifest on the wing itself (although
of lesser magnitude) and causes an induced drag as discussed below. This upwash is responsible for
the decreased efforts of the followers. Flying in the upwash of another bird is equivalent to flying in
an up-current, and each bird needs less power to generate lift.
STREAMLtNES HND WRTICAL WASH BEHIND
WINGIW#G
Figure 1.1: Flow field of a lifting wing [2]
This phenomenon can be further understood through a consideration of induced drag. As ex-
plained above, a lifting wing induces a downwash w. The effect of this downwash is to change the
apparent free stream velocity V 0 to Veff = Vo0 + w as shown in Figure 1.2(a). The amplitude of
the apparent angle of attack is decreased: aeff = a - ai. The lift vector, defined as being perpen-
dicular to the effective freestream direction, is rotated clockwise of a1 . Therefore, the lift now has a
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component in the direction of the free stream velocity V,; this component is the induced drag Di.
DD(a) Di() i
Figure 1.2: (a) Induced drag for a three dimensional wing; (b) Influence of the upwash field.
Figure 1.2(b) shows the influence of an upwash field on a wing situated behind another one. The
upwash w' has the apparent effect of decreasing the self-induced downwash on the wing. Therefore,
the induced angle a' is less than the original a and the induced drag is decreased. If the amplitude
of the upwash is of the same order of magnitude as the amplitude of the downwash, the decrease
in induced drag can be significant. In fact, for certain formation configurations with heterogeneous
wings, it is possible to totally cancel the induced drag of a trail wing.
1.3 Prior Investigations
1.3.1 Vortex sheet roll-up
Within the establishment of his lifting line theory, Prandtl introduced the assumption that the
vortex wake of an aircraft may be replaced by a trailing vortex sheet, an infinitesimally thin surface
across which the tangential velocity component is discontinuous. The first attempts to compute the
roll-up of a vortex sheet was made by Kaden [6]. He studied the asymptotic evolution of the roll-up
of a semi-infinite vortex sheet, and found an analytic formula for the tip spiral. Pullin [7] found
similar results when computing the roll-up with self-similar solutions. However, as the interaction
between the two tips was neglected in their works, the solutions they obtained are only accurate for
the very beginning of the process. The first calculations concerning a wake of finite span were made
by Westwater [8], replacing the sheet by a finite number of point vortices. This approach was found
to lead to chaotic motion at the edges (region of the spiral) for the elliptically loaded wing problem
[9, 10].
To overcome this unstable behavior, several methods were used. First, the vortices forming the
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inner turns of the tip spiral were amalgamated into an isolated point vortex in order to remove the
irregular motion observed at the tip [11]. Several works replaced the singular velocity field induced
by the vortex filament by a regular field around in its surroundings [12, 13, 14]. This is meant to
reproduce artificially the effect of the physical thickness of the filament due to physical viscosity.
An extensive review of the smoothing methods for a vortex filament is presented in Sarpkaya's work
[15]. Another method was used by Hoeijmakers and Vaatstra [16].They replaced the discrete vortex
method by a second order panel method, with linear vorticity on each panel, and overcame the
instability of the roll-up by replacing inner turns of the rolling spiral by an isolated point vortex.
Their justification for this method was that the closely spaced turns of the spiralling sheet formed
a vortex core, a region of continuously distributed vorticity. Moreover, to overcome the singularity
appearing at the tip at the beginning of the roll-up, they started from an already partially rolled-
up sheet calculated using Pullin's self-similar solution for the semi-infinite vortex sheet problem
[7]. Some works also used the vortex-in-cell method [17, 14, 18]. It consists in solving the Poisson
equation on a regular grid surrounding the point vortices and then interpolating the obtained velocity
at the point vortices themselves. This method can be associated with a smoothing method for more
stable results.
Later, Krasny [19] used a smoothing parameter to desingularize the velocity induced by a vortex
sheet. This smoothing parameter also permitted bounding of the growth of computational errors
by diminishing the vortex sheet's short-wavelength instability. Krasny also made his computations
in the Trefftz plane, which means that he replaced the spatial coordinate in the aircraft's line of
flight by a time-coordinate. The assumptions that lead to this approximation - curve of the trailing
vortex mild in the streamwise direction and no direct influence on the sheet from the upstream wing
- are applicable far downstream of the wing. Nowadays, the increase in the computational power
has made it possible to conduct three-dimensional computations for the roll-up of a wake, including
more complex wing loadings and turbulence. A more thorough review of numerical methods used
to compute the evolution of vortex sheets can be found in the work of Hoeijmakers [20, 21, 22, 23].
1.3.2 Calculation of the benefits of formation flight
Formation flight benefits have been widely studied in the past decades. Schlichting [24] was the first
to compute the drag reduction in a formation of airplanes. He used Prandtl's lifting line theory,
modeling the leading wing with a very simple horseshoe vortex model. This method was later used by
many authors. For example, Lissaman and Shollenberger [2] used it to study the optimum shape for
a formation of birds. Hummel [25] extended the method to any kind of wings and formation shapes.
Later, Blake and Multhopp [26] used it to study the optimum configuration for formation flight:
relative position, distribution of lift across a formation, optimum cruise altitude. More recently,
Marino [27] studied the induced drag reduction in a formation flight, both in and out of the ground
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effect, by means of this simple aerodynamic model. Its advantage is to permit rapid computation
of the influence of a wake on a trailing wing, so that mappings of benefits in various conditions are
easily made. However, this model is very simplified as it does not account for any movement of the
wake of the leading aircraft. The two vortex filaments just trail downstream on the horizontal plane
defined by the wing chord and the free stream direction. That is why some other methods have
been considered in order to get more precise or realistic results. These methods can be divided in
two categories: those which keep a streamwise invariant wake and those which take the roll-up of
the wake into account.
In the first category, Blake and Multhopp [26] added a viscous core to the horseshoe vortex and
used a simple vortex lattice method to represent the wings. Works by Iglesias and Mason [28], Frazier
and Gopalaratham [29] and King and Gopalaratham [30] also used a vortex lattice formulation and
a Trefftz plane analysis to determine the optimum spanwise lift distribution on aircraft flying in
formation. They included constraints in lift, pitching moment and rolling moment coefficients, and
King and Gopalaratham [30] also included the influence of ground-effect. Recently, NASA built the
code HASC95 in order to generalize the horseshoe vortex model. It uses a vortex lattice method
and permits lateral trim and several aircraft, but ignores the roll-up of the wake. Blake [31] used it
to simulate a large number of vehicles in close formation flight, including the aerodynamic coupling
effects between the aircraft due to wake interference. Thanks to this code, Wagner et al. [32] studied
the optimal configuration for a formation of two or three T-38 Talon aircraft, including the effect of
the aileron deflections required for trim. Blake and Gingras [33] compared results from a wind tunnel
test of two delta wings in close proximity with predictions from this vortex lattice method. They
found that the benefits in lift were slightly overpredicted when the aircraft overlap in the spanwise
direction.
In the second category, Hummel and Beukenberg [34, 35] computed the interaction between the
wakes of two aircraft in formation. The wakes were represented as rolled-up vortex sheets using a
lifting line representation of the wing. They compared this representation to a simple horseshoe-
vortex model and an unrolled, plane vortex sheet representation. For the second representation, they
also took into account the aileron deflections for rolling-moment compensation. They found that
the representation with rolled-up vortex sheets give significantly different results for overlapping
tips, which correspond to the optimum situation. Walden et al. [36] used PMARC, a low-order
potential-flow panel method, to predict the forces and moments imposed on a following business-jet
configuration by a wake-vortex interaction. They compared calculations using a rigid wake and
a rolling-up wake and found that the predictions given by the second model for the clean wing-
body configuration were in good agreement with wind tunnel tests. Ribeiro and Kroo [18] used
a vortex-in-cell method, coupled with a wing vortex-lattice model, to compute steady-state wake
roll-up. They applied it to various one- and two-wing problems and their results were in very good
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agreement with experiments and other theories. Wang and Mook [37] studied formation flight by
using a version of Unsteady Vortex Lattice Method which integrates the roll-up of the wake as part
of the solution. Even though several works have used experimental results to limit the number of
variables to include in these calculations [38, 39, 31], these more accurate numerical solutions have
a non-negligible drawback: are still time and power consuming.
1.4 Goals of the present work and method
The goal of the present work is to determine the influence of the roll-up of the wake of the leading
wing on the induced drag benefits experienced by the second wing using a relatively simple wake
roll-up model. The results will in particular be compared to the benefits computed using simple
horseshoe-vortex methods, either with no viscous core, or with a viscous core. In this work, the
wake of the leading wing is modeled by a rolled-up vortex sheet, whereas the trailing wing is simply
modeled as a lifting line. No roll-up will be considered for the second wing. The roll-up is computed
in the Trefftz plane using a linear vorticity panel method, and starting from a flat vortex sheet.
A smoothing parameter as well as a truncation of the vortex sheet in the highly rolled-up areas
are introduced in order to stabilize the computations. The computation of the induced drag of the
trailing wing is made through a near-field analysis. Elliptically loaded wings are considered.
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Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 Theoretical background
2.1.1 Modeling of the wake of an aircraft
Horseshoe Vortex
The simplest model to represent the vortex system of a lifting wing of finite span b is to replace it
by a bound vortex. The vortex is continued by two free vortices trailing downstream from the wing
tips, because a vortex filament cannot end in the flow. This representation is accurate very far from
the wing as the wake roll-up ultimately results in two concentrated vortices.
V || VE::> -~
Figure 2.1: Representation of a wing of finite span by a horseshoe vortex
The span of the bound vortex is chosen to coincide with the distance between those two concen-
trated vortices. The corresponding location is the center of vorticity of each half of the wing. For
example, for an elliptically loaded wing, the bound vortex has a span of 1b. The strength of the
vortex is the total circulation of the wing. The problem arising with this model is that we get an
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infinite velocity at the location of the trailing legs of the horseshoe vortex, which is physically wrong.
It also neglects the roll-up of the wake including its vertical drift. It is not an accurate model in the
vicinity of the wake.
The lifting line theory
A solution to the first problem was found by Prandtl. It consists in superimposing an infinite number
of horseshoe vortices on the line corresponding to the former bound vortex. This line is called the
lifting-line. Figure 2.2 illustrates the principle of the superposition. When the number of horseshoe
vortices tends to infinity, any circulation distribution I(x) on the wing can be represented. The
wake of the wing is then represented by a vortex sheet, consisting of all the trailing vortices.
dn+ dn+ dri/n
Figure 2.2: Superposition of horseshoe vortices along the lifting line
Let us consider a cross section of the sheet by a plane perpendicular to the z-axis. When the
sheet's profile is flat, the circulation on a segment of length dx is dI = rdx, so that the density of
vorticity is -y(x) = [. As -y is not constant across the vortex sheet in the x-direction, the velocity it
induces on the sheet itself will vary with x. Actually, the sheet will go down towards the center and
go up at the tip. Therefore, the wake will not stay flat, it will begin to roll up as soon at it leaves
the wing. When it does so, we use the curvilinear coordinate t instead of x to designate a point on
the sheet's profile. The density of vorticity is now -y(t) = dr.
This model is used in order to model both wakes considered in this work. The leading wake's
roll-up will be computed by calculating the velocity induced by the vortex-sheet on itself. As for
the second wake, it will be considered to remain flat downstream.
2.1.2 Trefftz plane analysis
The model used for the roll-up must lead to a rapid calculation of the velocity induced by the
wake. This is why the computations are performed in the Trefftz plane, which is located at an
infinite distance downstream of the wing and perpendicular to the wake. In the Trefftz plane, the
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streamwise velocity V is considered equal to V, making the streamwise flow independent of the
z-coordinate. This reduces the 3-dimensional problem to a 2-dimensional, time-dependent one. The
dependence in z is replaced by a dependence in the time T, using the formula z = VT.
.
Y
Figure 2.3: Trefftz Plane Analysis
2.1.3 Potential Flow Basics
A potential flow is any flow where the velocity can be written as a potential: Y? = V(b. This is the
case if and only if the flow is irrotational, that is to say that the vorticity -oi = V x - = 0. We can
use this approximation outside some regions where the vorticity is concentrated. In our case, this
means that it is valid everywhere except on the vortex sheet.
In all our calculations, we will use complex notation. We consider a 2D-flow and a point of the
plane is represented by the complex coordinate z = x + iy 1.
Y
ZfX*l
Figure 2.4: Complex coordinates
'This z is now different from the one we used in the preceding sections. The former z has been replaced by the
time T.
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Let us first define some quantities:
* u is the velocity along the x-direction,
* v is the velocity along the y-direction,
" <b(x, y) is the velocity potential mentioned earlier:
" AF'(x, y) is the stream function of the flow:{U
V
Ty,
ex
9 f(z) is the complex potential:
= & and 9 = -L, so that the Cauchy-Riemann conditions are satisfied for <k and IQ
to be the real and imaginary parts of an analytical function of a complex variable. We can
therefore define f(z) as:
f(z) = <D(x, y) + iT(x, y) (2.1)
f(z) satisfies Laplace's equation.
* w(z) is the complex velocity:
w(z) = u(x, y) - iv(x, y)
We can obtain the complex velocity from f(z) using the following formula:
df
w(z) =-
dz
2.1.4 Complex velocity due to a horseshoe vortex
(2.2)
(2.3)
Let us consider a horseshoe vortex centered at the origin of the frame of reference, of which right
leg is starting in zo and of strength F. In the Trefftz plane, it is represented by two point vortices: a
point vortex of strength F situated in zo and a point vortex of strength -F situated in -7o. Actually,
the horseshoe vortex acts as the system formed by two semi-infinitely long vortex filaments crossing
orthogonally the plane in zo and -7o.
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rFigure 2.5: Projection of a horseshoe vortex in the Trefftz plane.
Therefore, the velocity induced by this horseshoe vortex at a point z in the Trefftz plane is:
iF if
21r(z - zo) 27r (z + To)
i (z + o - (z - zo)
2r (z - zo)(z +'go)
if ( R(zo)
7 Z2 - 2iG(zo) - |zo12
Let us now consider an elliptically loaded wing of span b and maximum circulation F = 1. It can
be represented by a horseshoe vortex of strength P = 1 whose legs start at the center of vorticity of
each half of the wing, zo for the right part and -To for the left part:
Zo = tI(t)dt
=2 dt
7/1 -_ t2
=-b
Therefore, the horseshoe vortex representing our wing will induce a velocity:
w(z) = - b 2
8(z2 - (Mb) 2 )
In the subsequent parts of this work, a comparison will be made between the results given by this
simple model and the results given by the model including the wake roll-up.
2.1.5 Complex velocity due to a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core
The simple horseshoe vortex model has been modified several times in order to take into account
the fact that a real vortex is not an infinitely thin filament. Among the most used models are those
of Rankine, Lamb [15] and Burnham [26].
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The Rankine model
The Rankine vortex model considers that all the vorticity of the vortex is concentrated in the core,
which rotates as a solid body. The tangential velocity induced by a vortex filament of core radius
rc is:
ve(r) = when r > rc
ve(r) =r when r < re
The Lamb model
The Lamb model doesn't confine the vorticity, but assumes that it follows a Gaussian distribution
of standard deviation ro = v/2 t. This model applied to a single vortex is an exact solution of the
Navier Stokes equation, contrary to the Rankine model. The circumferential velocity it gives for a
single vortex is:
P ,2
v(r) = 1- e ^
Adapted in the complex plane, this formula becomes:
iro 1-_ 1-1 2W(z) = r -IZ 2  -
Applied to a horseshoe vortex of span ' centered at the origin in the Trefftz plane, it gives:
W(z) = - -l e 2,07-) _ 4+ i e 2,6
2-7r |z - E12 \ z + |2
The NASA Burnham model
The NASA Burnham model gives the following tangential velocity for a vortex of core radius re:
Tor
ve (r) = -o r27r r 2 + rc
Adapted in the complex plane, this formula becomes:
if 0  2
w(z)= 21r IZ2+rc
Applied to a horseshoe vortex of span i centered at the origin in the Trefftz plane, it gives:2
27r=-T IZ-E2+r2 I 1
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2.1.6 Complex velocity due to a vortex sheet
In order to compute the roll-up of a vortex sheet using the Trefftz plane analysis, the velocity induced
on the vortex sheet by itself must be computed at each time step. This section will give some useful
background information on the velocity induced by a vortex sheet.
In 2D, the complex potential of a point vortex of strength F (clockwise) placed at a point zo is:
f(z)
and w(z)
if
= ln(z - zo)
ir
27r(z - zo)
I
Figure 2.6: Complex potential induced by a portion of vortex sheet at a point z
Let us now consider a vortex sheet of linear strength -y(t) = - . In order to compute the
complex potential induced by the sheet at a point z, the contributions of infinitesimal portions of
the sheet are added. Actually, if t is the curvilinear coordinate along the sheet, a little portion of
the sheet of length dt located around the point z* (t) can be considered as a point vortex of strength
y(t)dt, so that:
df(z) = -iyt)dt ln(z - z*(t))
/ -iy(t)
and f(z) = 'sheet 2I- ln(z - z*(t))dt
Therefore, the induced velocity is:
dw(z) = -iy(t)dt
2r(z - z*(t))
w(z) = iet2 ( ) dt
s~heet 27r(Z - Z (0))
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2.1.7 Complex velocity due to a vortex sheet with a smoothing parameter
A vortex-sheet is subject to several kinds of instabilities, like the Kelvin- Helmholtz instability.
Actually, small-scale undulations appear and secondary centers of vorticity form along the vortex
sheet [43]. These undulations can grow into portions of the sheet which roll-up on themselves, as
Figure 2.7 shows.
0.2 .21
1.66
1 .4- 
K 0 .
0.2t 0.2
0 x
Figure 2.7: Kelvin-Helmholtz instability on a vortex sheet [43].
This is the reason why a smoothing parameter is usually introduced to the vortex sheet. Actually,
it will limit the formation of undulations of small period by adding a length scale to the problem.
Therefore, it will make the roll-up more stable, by eliminating the principal source of secondary
roll-up. In this work, Krasny's smoothing parameter 5 is used [19]. It is introduced into the
velocity equations by multiplying the content of the integral by z z ) . The equation for
dw(z) becomes:
dw(z) = -iy(t)dt 1 |z - z*(t)|2
27r z - z*(t) Iz - z*(t)12 + J2
dw(z) = -iy(t)dt z - z*(t)27r Iz - z*(t)|2 + 62
This is not integrable in complex variables, so that the real and imaginary parts have to be separated
in order to integrate over the vortex sheet.
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We have:
du(z) -y(t)dt '(z - z*(t))
2r Iz - z*(t)|2 +62
u(z) - y(t) ! (z - z*(t)) dt
sheet 2ii Iz - z*(t)12 + J2
dv (z) - (t)dt R(z - z*(t)27 |z - z*(t)|2 +6 2
v(z) f y(t) R(z - z*(t) dt
sheet 27r jz - z*(t)12 + 62
2.2 Roll-up of a vortex sheet using a linear vorticity panel
method
2.2.1 Discretization of the problem
Division of the sheet into panels
Figure 2.8 shows the discretization used to compute the roll-up of the vortex sheet: only the right
half of the sheet is considered. Actually, the problem is symmetrical about the y-axis, and computing
only one half of the sheet is equivalent to computing the whole sheet. It is then necessary to include
the image half of the sheet when computing the velocity.
(
Figure 2.8: Panels definition
Notation
Let us now define our notation for the rest of the calculations:
* N is the number of points used to discretize the vortex sheet, so that there are N - 1 panels;
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x
) 
ZN
i --- -- MIkO
z77
z T
" zj is the complex coordinate of the jth point;
" Panel j is between z3 and zj+1;
* dt3 is the distance between the two end points of panel j, dtj = |zj+1 - zj I;
" tj is the curvilinear coordinate (following the panels) of the point zj, tj+1 = tj + dtj;
* Zmj is the complex coordinate of the middle point of panel j, zmj = z1+z1+.
t+tj+'
" tj+1/2 is the curvilinear coordinate of the point zmj, tj+1/ 2 = 2
" F3 (1 < j < N - 1) is the circulation at zmj (tj+1/2)2
* FN is the circulation at ZN;
* -yj is the vorticity at zj; -y1 is set to zero due to the symmetry of the problem.
Iri 7+1
dZ-i
Figure 2.9: Location of the different quantities on the sheet
Vorticity
The circulation values (Fj)jE[1,N] will remain constant throughout the roll-up. The vorticity -yj at
the panel endpoints can be expressed in function of the Pk and dtk:
dt
A t It
tj+1 tj- I
1i - rij
(dj -2 dj
dtj- 1 + dti
2 1n the programs, the subscripts for F are shifted of 1, 1 1 being the circulation at zi.
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On the other half of the sheet, y-j is the vorticity at the point -zi, corresponding to the
curvilinear coordinate -ti. As the circulation F is symmetrical, 7j = Fj, and we can express Y-j
as:
,-1P
On a panel j, the vorticity -y(t) is linear: -y(t) = y, + -' 7+ -y7j). Thus, y(tk) = 7k for all
k.
2.2.2 Velocity induced by the vortex sheet
The following equations give the velocity at a point z, caused by a segment [zj,z 3+1) and its image
about the y axis.
* z is the point where the velocity is calculated
e i is the complex conjugate of any complex number z
* z* (t) is the varying point on the segment considered, corresponding to the arc length t
O (t) is the vorticity at the point corresponding to the arc length t
* s - -g-~-_- is the normalized arc length for the segment [z3 ,z3+1J
tj+ 1 -taj
* s - ~*_* is the normalized arc length for the segment [-zj+1 ,-zjl
2 The smoothing parameter of the vortex sheet is 3.
In the following sections, only the final results are presented. The calculations are shown in
Appendix A.1.
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Figure 2.10: Speed induced by a panel and its symmetric
Velocity caused by [zj,zj+1] at a point z
t -ti
* The normalized arc length for this segment is s = +
s = 0 corresponds to the point z1 , and s = 1 to the point zj+ 1.
" The segment is composed of the z*(t) = zj + (zj+1 - zj) = zj + ~ (Az)j, where t
is the arc length (curvilinear coordinates), or z*(s) = zj + s(Az)j.
" Linear vorticity: y(t) = -5 + 7 3 %+1 - -Y) = -Y + '~tj (A7)j
where -Y is the vorticity at the point zk, or y(s) = 'y + s(A-y) 3 .
u(z)
v(z)
(At)j c+dIn (z - zj+1|2 +6 + arctan (1 - a arctan
2 r |C1z - zj 2 62) 7 ).cany }}J
= -~ c' + d' In (| Z j+1|12 + 62 +e arctan {1 - a -arctan (a2-7r \ Iz - zj|12 + 62+7b( vb)- V-
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ii
a = - __
b = (Dz -z)]2 + 2
(Az)j / |(Az)j |2
c = ((Az)j)(A7)j
c' = R((Az)j)(Ay)
I(Az) 12
= ac- (Ay) 7(z - z) - 9((Az))yj
2| (Az)j |2
d' = ac' - (A-y)jR(z - z3 ) - R((Az) )Yy21(Az)1 2
e = -a 2 c - bc + 2ad - I(Z)
e' = -a 2 c' - bc' + 2ad' -7jR(zzj)
I(Az) 12
(t3 [(c + ic') + (d + id') In (1Z _Zj+112 + 62
2-7r 1Z -j -3 12+ 62)
+e + ie' arctan+/b Irca
2yr(Az)3 + (A7) In iz- zi 12 +2
+ i 
+_ (A- Y)x Q,(+ 21 ((A) ± - I (AZ) 12]
where -a
1-a
= tan(Cj)
= tan(Cj+1)
Note: If 5 = 0, M - Cj is the angle formed by the vectors (Az)3 and z - zj.
Velocity caused by [ -2j] at a point z
* The normalized arc length for this segment is s = ~
s = 0 corresponds to the point --2j, and s = 1 to the point -j+1-
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where
d
And finally,
w(z)
w(z)
( )- arctan (a
* The segment is composed of the z*(t) = -j + 2-i (i - .5j+1) = -- ( ), where
t is the are length (curvilinear coordinates), or z*(s) = -Tj - s( )j.
" Linear vorticity: -y(t) = -7Y(-t) = - - [--, (Y+1 - 7'i) = -7j - (A-)
where yk is the vorticity at the point zk and, or y(s) = -75 - s(A7),.
+l1n z+ T- 2+6 2
+77In z+ 1 2 + 62
arctan (1 +
arctan 1+
where a = R ( z +)
=prZ+ 2 )]6
l ( ) |(Az)j 2
-(Ay) f9s(z + :i) + 0((Az)j)Yj
77 - 21 (Az)j 12 c
77 = -ac + (Ay)j R(z + Tj) + R ((Az)j) Y21(Az) 12
e = -a2c -,3c - 2a7 - (A z)+12
E = -a 2c' -,3c - 2a'+ (AZ)j 12
And finally,
- (c - ic') + (,q - s')n z+112 +62
+ arctan 1+ a) -arctan
i(At) 1 (Ay)~ z + -5j
= 2,7r(2Ka ) (2 z)
where
1+ a
= tan(( )
= tan(j+i)
Note: If 6 = 0, - ( is the angle formed by the vectors - (~z)j and z + - .
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(At)=
u(z) - arctan
- arctan--
w(z)
w(z) In z+1-|2 +6J2
n -(Z 7z+-1|2 + J2
-i~ ~ i6 z+2 (A7Y)i
(Az)j ( ) | (Az)j12
z(z + E 2 + -
V (z) = - c'I
Total velocity due to the jt" panel and its symmetric at a point z
= ir (c + ic') + (d + id') In ( I Z3122 ) e + ie' arctan(lla)
-
( c - i c ) + ( i q ') I n zI + i ± 
2  2
21r I\ ZCJ \7777Jj 1zj2±+32)
arctan - arctan
+ d* In I 2 +2(Az)c
-a
- arctan (V- - 1 * In
*lnZ~ 1
+ arctan +
where c* = 2R((Az)j)(A )
(z)j
+ - arctan
jz +"5j+1 2 + 62
( z+ |2 +02
- arctan i(At)i
d* = 1(Y) + 
77* = (A7),(A2
)( zi) j
z ( Az ,zi
(A)j (Az)j
2+ &
fitz ) 32Tz)
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w(z)
-arctan
w(z)
e* =
e = -i
+7i
- 7)
i2 2(Azj
2 (A7)j 1
+ i62 (AzY)j|
-a
1-
a
1 +a
- 7j]
2.2.3 Velocity Gradient induced by a vortex sheet
The velocity gradient will be needed in the roll-up calculations in order to interpolate at the panel
endpoints the velocity values calculated at the panel midpoints. The explicit calculations are pre-
sented in Appendix A.2 and summarized here.
u(z) 27r
arctan (1a
u(z) 27r
v(z) = 21r
arctan a)
v(z) = -1
_(z) = 7
T(z) =r
09v ((Z )5- 27r
Id zZ - zj+1|2 +62dn 1 -z3|2+6 2
- arctan (-) -
I
I
-7ln (IZ+Zj112 +J2)
arctan (1+ ) - arctan
d(x,y)D5 (x,y) - r(x,y)D 6 (x,y) + G1(x,y)(D1(x,y)
-D 2(x, y)) - G3(x, y)(D3(x,y) - D4(X, Y))
, z - zi12 + 622c' +d'ln z - z|2+ +62 )
- arctan (-a) + arctan (1+ a)
I
+[
+
- arctan
2c' + d'(x, y)D5(x, y) + 7'(x, y)Dr(x, y) + G 2(x, y)(D1(x, y)
-D 2(x, y)) + G4 (x, y) (D3(x, y) - D 4(x, Y))I
ad OD5 _9? ar D6 aG,D5 + d - -D6 - 77j + - -(D1 - D
ax ax Ox x
aD 1 _ D 2 ) _ G3  ___G1 O- ) - (D3 - D4) - G3
8 D5 + d + D6 + nOD6 + G2Ox + x O x D1
G(2~ O D2) +aG4(D-D4+G4a3
Oy a0 09 671 a
+ G1 - )(D3 - D4) - G3
+ aD6 + 'DDO + d' D5
-D 5 +d + (D1 - D2 )+y
+ G2 (8D, aD2 + G4(D3- D4) + G4(D3
0Th)
These values of the velocity derivatives can be used to interpolate the values of the velocity
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e
So that:
2)
- _ ) I
D2)
2)
- D4
Ov
27r I
, |7 n z +5+l1|2 + 62
+Z + nj 12 |+ J2
around a given point:
Au(x + Ax, y + Ay)
Av(x + Ax, y + Ay)
au Ou
S (x, y) x AX +T(x,y) X AY
19W (X, y)) x AX +'R ( x, y)) x AY(x ay
9 ( a -v
x a
2.2.4 Velocity and velocity gradient due to the end vortices
The end vortices are contra-rotating vortices located at points z, and -7,. Their circulations are
respectively P, and -IF,.
The complex velocity due to a point vortex of strength 1o situated at zo is given by the following
formula:
w(z) = o z27r z - Z
The velocity due to the contra-rotating vortices is then:
w(z)
w(z)
and u(z)
v(z)
ir ___ __
= 7_ z -zV ~ z+TV
- r z - z z + JV
2,7r |Z - Z,|2 |z +'2V|2
F,, Y (- v _ x v2r zZ - Z,12 Iz + 2,|2
- v X-X x+x,
27r | z - Z.,2 |z + ,|2
Therefore,
a(z) Pt, (X-X,- (YYV) I)7r ( I -Zv14
X + x,|
IjZ + -E')1
R(z + t)
|z + -E| 4)
- rl Iz - zvI2 - 2(y - y,)2 Iz + V12 - 2(y - yv)2
27r |z - zV14 Iz + ,| 4
_ rv zz - 12 - 2 [(z - zv)] 2
2-7r Iz - ZV,14
Iz+-,,12 - 2[!(z+E,)]2
Iz+ z,, 4
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= v Q(z - z) R(z - zV)
7r | z - zV14
ay
av
r, ( \z - z1 - 2(x - x,)2 \z+T2 -2(x+xV)2)
27r \Iz - z1 z +TI 2.
_ p I r ( zz2 -2[R(z - z)] 2 _Z+T2 - 2[R(z + T")] 2
EF X v y-yv Y-Yv\)
r QJ3(z - z".) (z+z,)5
- I (X - X,,
ir \z - z,,\4 - Z z+zT 1
2.3 Calculation of the induced drag reduction of a wing flying
in a wake
2.3.1 Definition of the problem
Once the position and the circulation distribution of the wake are calculated for each time step, a
second wing can be added. The second wing is modeled as a simple lifting-line, no roll-up effect
will be taken into account. It is elliptically loaded of maximum circulation r = 1, and has the same
span as the first wing, b = 2.
zf x2+i Y2
T
Figure 2.11: Definition of the two-wing problem.
The streamwise position of the second wing in respect to the first wing is determined in terms
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of the time T = #. Once this is calculated, the x- and y-coordinates are simply measured in the
Trefftz plane.
The reduction in induced drag for the second wing is computed using a near-field analysis. This
method is presented in more details in the next section. First, the velocity induced by the first wing
on the second wing is calculated, and then its influence on the induced drag of the second wing is
computed. In order to compute the velocity induced by the first wing on the second wing, the wake
of the first wing is modeled as being an infinite vortex sheet of shape the profile of the wake at time
T as shown on Figure 2.12.
(D
Figure 2.12: Modeling of the two-wing problem.
As can be seen on Figure 2.13, the assumption of infinity upstream is acceptable for the conditions
in which formation flight for drag benefits is implemented (the wake and the wing tips are very close
in the plane and the streamwise distance is bigger than 2 spans). Thanks to this model, the velocity
induced by the 3D-wake on the second wing can be simply computed in the plane, as it is equal to
the 2D-velocity induced by the projection of the wake in the plane.
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of the reduction in induced drag induced by a semi-infinite vortex filament
(starting at various positions z upstream of the wing considered) and an infinite vortex filament.
2.3.2 Near-field analysis
Let us consider a lifting-line of span b = 2 and of circulation F = V'1 -x2 for x E [-i; j).
Then, its induced drag is:
Di= sin (ax))L'(x)dy
2
where ao is the induced angle, supposed very small, and L' the lift per span:
sin (ai(x)) v (X)
VO
_ (wi(x))
Vo
L' = pVoP(x)
so that Di = pJ (wi(x))r(x)dx
For an isolated lifting line, the downwash vi is uniform and equal to:
0 1 1
v. - --- - -
* 2b 4
This is equivalent to half of the result of our calculations with an infinite vortex sheet. Actually,
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this is only a semi-infinite sheet. Therefore, the induced drag is equal to
D9= -p vF(x)dx
= -pvo J (x)dx
r
7
Let us now consider a lifting line which is located in an upwash field v . The induced drag will
now be:
Di = -pL (v9 -vi(x))F(x)dx
= -p[j v T(x)dx -J vj(x)T (x)dx]/11
= DO - DI
where D = -pJ v(x)P(x)dx
= pJ 1(w (x))F(x)dx
Then, the reduction in induced drag is:
D - Di
DO
DO
- ! 1 (w (x))L(x)dx
2.4 Calculation of the rolling moment of a wing flying in a
wake
The rolling moment for the trail wing due to the lift distribution is calculated about the wing
centerline. As the original lift distribution is symmetrical, the only contribution to the rolling
moment will come from the change in lift due to the wake of the leading wing. We know that:
cl(x) = 2-r(a - ai(x))
dc1 (x) -da (x)so that dx dx
and Act(x) = -2rAai(x)
= 2 7r (Voo
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where wi(x) is the upwash induced by the wake of the leading wing at point x on the wing.
If xo is the x-coordinate of the wing centerline, the rolling moment is more precisely:
1 00R = -pV2 c(x)Aci (x)(x - xo)dx
2
For convenience, an elliptical planform is assumed, so that c(x) = co 1 - (tx , where o =
AR is the chord at the wing centerline. Therefore,
7r AR 22R = ,rpVx) 1 - xwj(x)(x - xo)dx
1r 2 AR b
= pV* 4 bo f 1( x wi(x)(x - xo)dx
Later in this document, a reduced rolling moment R will be used instead of the complete rolling
moment. It is defined by:
RV/1 - x2Xi)(x - xo)dx
jr2 AR-
so that R = pV4 bR
2.5 Normalization of the variables
The computations are made for a wing with the following characteristics:
" span b* = 2;
" circulation r* ((x)) = sin 0, where x = cos0;
* calculated induced drag D7.
Let us consider an elliptically loaded wing with the following characteristics:
* span b;
" lift L;
" induced drag Di.
Let us find the link between Di and D*. The length variables are all normalized by where
lo= : x* = Y =y and t* = Jt.
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-b/2 01 b/2 x
=0 O
Figure 2.14: The two systems of coordinates on the wing.
The circulation of this wing is P(9(x)) = A 1 sin 0, where A 1 satisfies L = EpVbA1. Therefore,
_4L
r (o(x)) = sin 0
rpVb
4L
-7rpVb
F = For* where o = 4L
,rpVb
The circulation is normalized by 1 = VbP0  4L
Let us now have a look at the velocity w(z).
w* (z) 0C .. ihetO* 1 dt*
Osheet &* Z - z*(t)
w*(z) c b W(z)
2ro
w(z) 2 0w*(z) oc where wo = -
wo b
The velocity is normalized by 1 = bWO 2r0
The induced drag DZ satisfies:
D! oc pr*w*.n'dt*
D /heet
2
D* oc _D-browo
1
D* oc -Di
Di
D c - where Do =P
-Do
The induced drag is normalized by y =
Note: The formulas given for an elliptically loaded wing give: Di = p, so that D =Ep, or
the reduced calculated induced drag is jD* =p '
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The reduced rolling moment R* satisfies:
W* oc f~etwJsheet t
* 4
b2WOR*oc-2
bWo
R0c =-
Ro
*x*dx*
b
where 2o = 170-2
The reduced rolling moment is normalized by 1 = .
The time T* should then be normalized by - so that To = - :
T* T
T* =T
TO
~Io
4100
=Tb2
In the case of our simulation, this means that the reduced time T* is the same as the real time
T, as 4r = 1.
In order to transfer the time T back to streamwise distance z, the speed of the aircraft V has to
be calculated , as z = VT. V is related to the circulation and the chord at the wing centerline by
the following formula:
1
PO = -VcocI
20
so that V = - -
COci
1r'o AR
4bc
b 22 4 4 b
as AR = = b2 _S rbco ,r co
In the case of the present computation, V =AR. The typical values AR = 10 and cj = 0.5 giveCa
a velocity V f-16 = 8b and therefore a streamwise distance z = (8T)b.
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Chapter 3
Roll-up of a vortex sheet using a
linear vorticity panel method:
implementation
3.1 Basic Computational Scheme
The initial vortex sheet is flat. Let us suppose that we are now at a time T, with a partially rolled-up
sheet. The computational scheme can be divided into five steps:
(i) Cut off the part of the sheet that is excessive and lump it into the point vortex.
Limits to the length of the sheet have to be set, because it could otherwise roll-up and then stretch up
infinitely. In order to avoid that, a maximum angle of roll-up is chosen: 0 1,, = 4.57r. It corresponds
to a little more than two complete turns. The part of the sheet that exceeds this angle is concentrated
into a point vortex of position z, and strength P,.
(ii) Computation of the velocity at the panel midpoints
Using the preceding formulas, the speed at the panel midpoints and at the end vortex are found.
The speed is not computed at the panel endpoints because they correspond to singularities for the
velocity.
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(iii) Interpolation of the velocity at the panel endpoints and advancement of the panel
endpoints
The value of the velocity at a given panel endpoint is interpolated by using the values of the velocity
and the velocity gradients at the surrounding panel midpoints. Once the speed is calculated, the
panel endpoints is advanced by a simple Euler scheme: Az = uAT + ivAT where AT is the time
increment.
(iv) Redistribution of the panels
First, the points corresponding to a concavity in the curve (source of instability) are removed and
then points are added when the angle between two panels is too sharp.
(v) Computation of the velocity at the end vortex and advancement of the end vortex
As above, the speed induced at end vortex is computed and the end vortex is advanced accordingly.
Once this cycle is finished, it is started again with the updated distribution and time.
3.2 Detailed description of each step
3.2.1 Cut-off the excessive part of the sheet and lump it into the point
vortex
Reason for this choice
The vortex sheet is in reality supposed to roll infinitely, but the present work chose to truncate it
because of computational instabilities. Actually, after a little more than three turns, the program
can't compute the roll-up anymore. The turns are so close to each other that the computed velocity
is very sensitive to small differences in position. As our computation is only approximative (it is not
continuous and uses a series of approximations), it cannot offer the precision necessary to carry the
roll-up on. Figure 3.1 shows that the association of the sheet truncated after two turns and the end
vortex gives an induced velocity very similar to that given by the untruncated sheet.
Implementation
If 0 1um has not been exceeded, the computations goes directly to the next step. If it has, the point
zjma.. which is the last one to have 9 tot (cumulative rotation angle) inferior to 9Ljm is computed.
Then, the part of the sheet that is comprised between zjma_ and zN has to be cut off and integrated
into the point vortex.
The lumping of this excessive part of the sheet is done so that:
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the velocity induced by an untruncated and a truncated sheet.
Y- before hunping
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z. -'-
Figure 3.2: Cut-off of the vortex sheet
* Circulation: the new circulation of the point vortex will be the sum of the strength of the
original vortex and the circulation of the cut-off piece of the sheet.
" Location: the new point vortex is located at the center of vorticity of the original vortex and
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the cut-off piece of the sheet.
New circulation of the point vortex
The circulation of the cut-off piece is the
F(Zjm) and at the last point rN = r(ZN)-
r k+1) _
difference of the circulation at the first point Fjm_ =
S(k) + (Fjn.. - FN)
Figure 3.3: New circulation of the end vortex.
But in fact, as the end vortex is just the result of the lumping of a part of the sheet, its strength
at the beginning was nil, and:
r k+1) r
The strength of the end vortex is equal to the circulation at the end of the vortex sheet.
New location of the point vortex
The position of the center of vorticity of the excessive parts is the sum of the all the positions
weighted by their vorticity:
t a*tZ = z*(t)-y(t)dt/tj+1
= (tj+1 - t3 ) j z*(s)y(s)ds
= (tj+1 - tj) j(zj + s(Az)j)(7j + s(yj+1 - -yj))ds
1 1
= (tj+1 - t3 )(yj+1 -yj)(Az)j + -(tj+ 1 - tj)(Yzj+1 + y3 +1zj)
327 + +1 27y+1 ±
=(tj+1 - tj) zj 6-3+  + zj+1 67~ t
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Then, all the contributions of the excessive panels are combined to that of the previous point
vortex F k+1)
1 N
z(k+l) ]pkZk + E7 JrtOtzzV = (IlkV V + L.. j i
V 3=3MaX
3.2.2 Computation of the velocity at the panel midpoints
Z+Z,+1.The formula given in 2.2.2 is used to calculate the speed at the point zmj = 2+ .
=N-1 Iit+1 ~~ tj) 1 zm, + ,jl_'j Zj Inzm, + zj+1W(zmj) = 2-r (~5) +1 - - ln ( z, + Tj]= 1A ~ zm z j z m z
-- 7+1 - 7i) + 7(- + (+1 - ) Zm3 ) In zM - zj+1(Az~j(Az) 3 ' Zln / Zm3 Z]) i Irv Irv
2,r zm} - z, zm + zTV
3.2.3 Interpolation of the velocity at the panel endpoints and advance-
ment of the panel endpoints
Figure 3.4: Interpolation of v at a panel endpoint (only the change due to the difference in x is
represented)
The velocity at the panel endpoints is interpolated from the velocity and velocity derivatives at
the panel midpoints using the formulas given in 2.2.3. The velocity interpolated from the values
at the preceding midpoint (left midpoint) is called ul, and that interpolated from the values at the
following midpoint (right midpoint) is called u, .
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uj(z3 ) = U(zmj,)+(AU)j-1
= U(Zmji)+ 9(Zmji (Ax)i-1 au ZmjI (AY)i-1
= ~z,-)+ (zX 4 2 + -z9_Y 2
vI(zj) = (zmj1)+(Av)ji
= V(Zmj)) + m _(Zmj) 2 +fv (Zmi) (Ay)1
ur(zj) = U(zmj) + (AU)j
8z 3 -e( (Ax), _ U( (Ay)3= U(zm,) - 9U(zMj) 2A~ ay (zmy ) 2A~
Vr(zj) = V(zmj) + (Av)j
o (Ax)3 _BoV (Ay)g
= V(Zm 3 ) - (zm ) 2 (zmj) 2
where: (Ax)j = R((Az),) = R(zj+ 1 - z,)
(Ay)i = !((Az) ) = 9(zy+1 - z3 )
First end point
There is no midpoint on the left of the first endpoint. Therefore, the velocity is computed from
the right midpoint only. However, in order to keep the symmetry about the y-axis, only the vertical
component of the calculated velocity at the first point is kept.
W(zi) = F(wr(zi))
Last end point
There is no midpoint on the right
the left midpoint only.
of the first endpoint. Therefore, the velocity is computed from
w(zN) = wI(ZN)
Other end points
Any other endpoint has a midpoint on its left and its right. Then, the velocity at the endpoint is
taken to be the weighted mean of these two computed values (the weights are the distances between
the endpoint and the midpoints).
w(zj) wi(zj)dtj + wr(zj)dtj.._
dt -1+ dtj
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V
Then the simple Euler Scheme mentioned earlier is used to advance the panel endpoints (AT is
the time increment):
z(k+l) zk) + AZ
where Az = u(z k))AT + iv(z(k))AT
= w(z k))AT
3.2.4 Redistribution of the panels
Removing the concavities
As said earlier, the concavities are sources of instabilities for the roll-up of an elliptically loaded
vortex sheet. Actually, anytime a concavity appears, a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability develops. In
order to keep the roll-up stable, these undesired concavities are suppressed by simply removing the
points which caused them.
Figure 3.5: Detection of a concavity.
Let us call a = zj+1 - zy l and b = zy - zj-_ as shown on Figure 3.5. A concavity is defined by
the fact that a is "above" b. This translate into mathematical terms as follows: the dot product of
ia and b is positive (ia is the vector obtained by rotating a of Z):
R(i(zj+1 - zy 1)(z -- z3.._ 1)) > 0
If this is found true, the point zj is removed.
Changing the time step
In the present computations, the number of concavities was chosen as a criteria showing that
the time step is too big. Actually, if more than two concavities appear after the advancement of the
sheet, the time step is divided by two. Then, the advancement of the sheet is computed again from
the original sheet.
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Redistributing the panels
Once the concavities are removed, new points are added when the angle 6, between the two
consecutive panels [zj_1; z,] and [zj; zj+1] is too sharp. Actually,if 0(j) > 6max, the two panels are
redistributed in three panels. First, the coordinate system is changed. The new base is (e, ie) where
e = 1 jt2.1zi Then, a parabolic arc is fitted to these three points zj_1, zj and zj+1. Finally, z,
is replaced by the two points on the arc of abscissae in the new system pi = jzj+1 - zj- 1 I and
P2 = z - zy_1|. Then, t, dt and the circulation are updated. In order to find the circulation at
the new midpoints, weighted sums of the values of the abscissae xz associated with the circulations
at the precedent midpoints are used.
The weights are the distances between the precedent midpoints and the new midpoints. Once the
rediscretization is over, the distributions of 0, tot and -y are updated.
zj+2
Zj+1
z +1
Zj-2
Zj'
Zj'-2 ziZy -
Figure 3.6: Redistribution of the panels. Black: before
iI = j + 1.
rediscretization; blue: after rediscretization,
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3.2.5 Computation of the velocity at the end vortex and advancement of
the end vortex
The formula given in 2.2.2 is applied at z,:
N1 = i(tj+1 -it) 1 + zz+j+W (Z') = E- In~ Z (s ZVZ)
2jr (2z) (Az)j zV + z2j
-( - 7)] ± (jj ) + (I + (7y+1 - -D ) in (zL - zz
-Yj) irv
- ) } 27r(z z;)
Then the same Euler Scheme as that used for the panel endpoints is used to advance the end
vortices:
z$k+1) = Z~k) + AZ,
where Az, = u(zik))AT + iv(z$k))AT
= w(Z (k) )AT
3.3 Computational Efforts
The algorithm was implemented in MATLAB, versions 6.5.0.180913a (R13) and 7.0.0.19901 (R14).
The programs are shown in Appendix C. The computations were mostly done on a machine with
the following characteristics: an Intel@Pentium@4 processor at 2.80GHz, 512MB of main memory
and 2.5GB of virtual memory. It was operated under Linux version is 2.4.21-15.0.4.EL.
3.3.1 Roll-up calculations
The roll-up calculations used a initial discretization of 80 panels for a half-sheet. They were con-
ducted on 8000 time steps, which corresponded to a final time T = 1.0735. When using 6 = 0.01,
the number of panels had increased up to 152 at the end of the computations. The initial time step
was AT = 10-3 , and it decreased down to AT = 3.125 x 10-5 at T = 1.0735 for J = 0.01. The
first time steps were very fast to compute, taking approximately one second per time step. As the
number of panels increased, the computations took more time to be performed, up to 10 seconds for
a time step after 8000 time steps.
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3.3.2 Induced drag and Rolling moment calculations
The induced drag and rolling moment computations were performed very similarly. The trail wing
was discretized using 160 panels for the whole lifting-line. The mapping of the Trefftz-plane was
made using a network of 9595 points in the area x E [0; 3] and y E [-0.5; 0.5]. The interval Ay
between two points in the y-direction was kept constant to 0.01. The interval Ax between two
points in the x-direction varied with the position, in order to have a more refined mapping around
the region of maximum benefits. Actually,
SAx = 0.1 for x E [0; 1.4[
Ax = 0.01 for x E [1.4; 2.1[
Ax = 0.1 for x E [2.1;3)
The computations were very fast for the horseshoe vortex models, taking less than a minute
to map the whole area. For the rolled-up sheet, it took approximately one second to perform the
calculations at one given point, resulting in approximately two hours for a complete mapping.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Comparison of the velocity induced by the different models
The different models compared in this work can be divided in two categories: the horseshoe vortex
models, with or without a viscous core, and the vortex sheet models, with or without a smoothing
parameter. Figure 3.7 shows a comparison of the downwash velocity induced by the different models
on points which are situated in the Trefftz plane and at the same vertical position. The horizontal
position x is varied. The vortex sheets are unrolled (corresponding to T = 0).
The downwash induced by all the models are very close outside of the area corresponding to
the position of the wake. The downwash induced by the sheet without any smoothing parameter
and the downwash induced by the sheet with a smoothing parameter 5 = 0.01 are still very similar
inside this area. The effect of the smoothing parameter has been to reduce the singularities at the
tip of the wake. Figure 3.8 shows more precisely the influence of the smoothing parameter on the
downwash induced by a flat vortex sheet. The bigger the smoothing parameter is, the smaller the
slopes of the velocity curve are.
3.4.2 Influence of the smoothing parameter on the roll-up of the vortex
sheet
The roll-up of the vortex sheet obtained using a smoothing parameter is compared to the results of
Hoeijmakers and Vaatstra (161. They did not use any smoothing parameter to compute the velocity
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the velocities induced by a flat sheet with no smoothing parameter,
flat sheet with a smoothing parameter 6 = 0.01, a horseshoe vortex with no viscous core, and
horseshoe vortex with a core radius rc = 0.1 (Lamb and Burnham models).
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the velocities calculated with different smoothing parameters (j = 0.01,
0.05, 0.1 and 0.2) for an elliptically loaded flat sheet.
induced by the vortex sheet on itself, but started from a partially rolled-up sheet calculated using
Pullin's self-similar solution for the semi-infinite vortex sheet problem [7] to overcome the singularity
appearing at the tip. Therefore, the initial conditions are very different from the ones used in this
work. However, both the present computations and their's replace the inner turns of the rolling
spiral by an isolated point vortex.
Figure 3.9 shows a comparison of both results for three different times: T = 0.023, T = 0.103
and T = 1.003. With the typical value of the velocity that was calculated in section 2.5, these
times respectively correspond to the downstream positions z = 0.23b, z = 1.03b and z = 10.03b.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of rolled-up sheets computed using a smoothing parameter 6 = 0.01 with
the rolled-up sheets calculated by Hoeijmakers [16]. Computations: (a) T = 0.023; (b) T = 0.103;
(c) T = 1.003. Hoeijmakers: (d) T = 0.023; (e) T = 0.103; (f) T = 1.003.
From T = 0.103, the shapes and positions of the sheets are very similar. The roll-up seems to be
evolving in the same way for both calculations. However, it is visible on the first pair of graphs that
the roll-up is faster within the computations of Hoeijmakers et al. Therefore, the distribution of
vorticity must be slightly different, the vorticity being more concentrated at the tip for the roll-up
computed by Hoeijmakers than for the present computations.
Figure 3.10 shows the profile of the wake for the same three times, but with three different
smoothing parameters: 6 = 0.05, 6 = 0.1 and 6 = 0.2. Again, the global evolution of the position
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of rolled-up sheets computed using different smoothing parameters. J =
0.05: (a) T 0.023; (b) T = 0.103; (c) T = 1.003. 6 = 0.1: (d) T = 0.023; (e) T = 0.103; (f)
T = 1.003. J = 0.2: (g) T = 0.023; (h) T = 0.103; (i) T = 1.003.
and shape of the wake is similar for all parameters, but the roll-up is slowed down when increasing
the smoothing parameter. As shown on Figure 3.11, the larger the smoothing parameter is, the
faster the global center of vorticity is going downwards, even though it seems to be the contrary on
the graphs. Actually, the slower the roll-up, the more towards the center of the wake the center of
vorticity is located. The smoothing parameter that is used most extensively in this work is 6 = 0.01.
However, further comparisons between real roll-up and computed roll-up using different values of 5
should be made in order to know which parameter is the most accurate.
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Chapter 4
Results of the computations for the
reduction in induced drag
4.1 Mapping of the benefits in induced drag
4.1.1 Horseshoe vortex with no viscous core
y
Figure 4.1: Mapping of the reduction in induced drag (%) in the (x,y)-plane when the first wing is
modeled by a horseshoe vortex.
First are presented the results concerning the reduction in induced drag predicted when the first
wake is modeled as a horseshoe vortex with no viscous core and the second wing is modeled as an
elliptically loaded lifting line. Figure 4.1 shows the percentage of reduction in induced drag when
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flying in formation compared to when flying alone as a function of the position in the Trefftz plane.
The horseshoe vortex is modeled as a pair of counterrotating infinite vortex filaments, which is
acceptable more than two spans downwards from the leading wing (c.f. Figure 2.13). In Figure 4.1,
x is the lateral distance between both wings' centerlines, and y is the vertical distance between these
centerlines. As both wings have a span of 2, a location x = 2, y = 0 would correspond to the trail
wing left tip being directly behind the lead wing right tip. The maximum reduction in induced drag,
which is about 100%, is located at x = 1.77, which corresponds to a position where both wings
overlap.
4.1.2 Horseshoe vortex with a viscous core
In this section are presented the benefits in induced drag when the first wing is modeled by a
horseshoe vortex with a viscous core. Two models are considered: the Burnham model and the
Lamb model, which were both explained in section 2.1.5. As previously, the calculations are made
in the Trefftz plane, assuming that the horseshoe vortex can be represented by two infinite filaments.
Several core radius are considered. Figure 4.3 shows the percentage of reduction in induced drag
as a function of the position in the Trefftz plane for four different core radii: re = 0.01, rc = 0.05,
re = 0.1 and rc = 0.15.
The maximum reduction in induced drag decreases as the core radius increases, and the location
at which it is attained moves inwards first and then back outwards. Figure 4.2 illustrates this for
both models and core radii comprised between rc = 0.01 and re = 0.2, which respectively correspond
to 0.5% and 10% of the wingspan.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the maximum reduction in induced drag and of the horizontal position
at which it is attained for the Burnham and the Lamb models.
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Figure 4.3: Reduction in induced drag when the first wing is modeled by a horseshoe vortex with
a viscous core (core radius r,). Burnham model: (a) r, 0.01; (b) r, = 0.05; (c) rc = 0.1; (d)
r= 0.15. Lamb model: (e) rc = 0.01; (f) r, = 0.05; (g) r, 0.1; (h) r, = 0.15.
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4.1.3 Rolled-up sheet
In this section are presented the results for the rolled-up sheet. The smoothing parameter that was
used for these computations is 3 = 0.01. The times which are shown on Figure 4.4 are T = 0.1,
T = 0.2, T = 0.3, T = 0.4, T = 0.5, T = 0.6, T = 0.7, T = 0.8, T = 0.9 and T = 1.0. If the typical
value of the velocity that was calculated in section 2.5 is again chosen, these times respectively
correspond to the downstream positions z = 0.8b, z = 1.6b, z = 2.4b, z = 3.2b, z = 4b, z = 4.8b,
z = 5.6b, z = 6.4b, z = 7.2b and z = 8b.
As for the influence of the smoothing parameter on the benefits in induced drag, Figure 4.5
shows the downstream evolution of some characteristic parameters as a function of the smoothing
parameter. The values of the maximum reduction in induced drag are very close for 6 comprised
between 0.01 and 0.1. The curve obtained with 3 = 0.2 is less similar to the other ones, but still
the values are of the same order of magnitude. It is harder to observe a real correlation between
the evolution of the position of the maximum benefits. However, the trends seem to be globally the
same for all the values of 6, and the values are usually of the same order of magnitude.
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Figure 4.4: Mapping of the benefits in induced drag (%) when the first wake rolls up. (a) T = 0.1;
(b) T = 0.2; (c) T = 0.3; (d) T = 0.4; (e) T = 0.5; (f) T = 0.6; (g) T = 0.7; (h) T = 0.8; (i) T = 0.9;
(j) T =1.0.
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Figure 4.5: Left: Comparison of the maximum reduction in induced drag (%) for the rolled-up sheet
with different smoothing parameters. Right: Comparison of the position at which the maximum
reduction in induced drag is attained for the rolled-up sheet with different smoothing parameters.
4.2 Comparison of the present computations with the liter-
ature
Several authors have been making the similar computations, but with different methods. This section
aims at comparing the results given by the present computations with three previous works by Blake
and Multhopp [26], by Beukenberg and Hummel [34] and by Wagner et al. [32].
0.5
--- Results by Blake and Multhopp
Computations made for a horseshoe vortex with the same
-0- assumptions as Blake and Multhopp (first and second wing
modeled by a horseshoe vortex of span n/4b)
Computations made for a horseshoe vortex with our
M vo I. - assumptions (second wing modeled as an elliptically
loaded lifting line)
-0.5 - - -rs < =. Computations made for a horseshoe vortex with a core
radius re=0.06 (equivalent to -=0.03) and with our
assumptions (second wing modeled as an elliptically
loaded lifting line)
Horseshoe V4nex. ta,
Computations made for a rolled-up sheet at T=0. 1
-1 0J5,1.5- - (corresponds to z-0.8b if V=16T) with our assumptions
Lateral Spacing Between Wing Centerlines, i (second wing modeled as an elliptically loaded lifting line)
Figure 4.6: Comparison of the results of the computations with some results by Blake and Multhopp
[26].
Blake and Multhopp [26] computed the benefits in induced drag for a wing in the wake of another
wing using a horseshoe vortex model. The difference with the present work is that they modeled
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both wings with a horseshoe of span {b. They used horseshoe vortices both with no viscous core and
with a viscous core of radius y - 0.03b (Burnham model). They also used a vortex lattice method,
which is equivalent to modeling the wake by a flat sheet using a constant-vorticity panel method.
Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of the different results. rq is the lateral spacing between the wing
centerlines, divided by the span b, so that it is half of the x-coordinate that is used in this work. a
is the ratio of the reduction in induced drag by the induced drag when flying alone for the system of
the two wings. For example, a = -0.5 corresponds to a 50%-reduction in induced drag. What can
be observed from this graph is that the difference due to the modeling of the second wing is very
large. Actually, it changes significantly the position of the maximum reduction in induced drag, and
also the amount of the reduction.
- Results by Beukenberg and Hummel
Computations made for a horseshoe vortex
Computations made for a rolled-up sheet at T=0.25
(corresponds to z-b if V=8T) and y-O.054
Computations made for a rolled-up sheet at T=0.25
and y=-0.046
Computations made for a rolled-up sheet at T=0.25
and y=-0. 126
-1.0 -0.5 -0.22 0.5 1,0 1,5 2,0
Figure 4.7: Comparison of the results of the computations with some results by Beukenberg and
Hummel [34]. The second wing is an elliptically loaded lifting line. The velocity V = 8T has been
calculated using Beukenberg and Hummel's assumptions.
Beukenberg and Hummel [34] computed the benefits in induced drag using three different meth-
ods: the classic horseshoe vortex method, the flat vortex sheet model, and a complex model where
both wakes are rolled-up. It is hard to compare their results to the present computations as they use
a different system of coordinates, their z-axis being aligned with the wing and not the downstream
velocity. However, in order to compare the curves, the coordinates ( and y were aligned so that
the maximum reduction in induced drag coincides. On Figure 4.7 is presented the relative power
reduction e2 of the rear wing, which corresponds to the reduction in total drag. Their assumptions
state that the flight conditions are such that the induced drag is half of the total drag, so that e2 is
half of the reduction in induced drag for the rear wing. The lateral coordinate Aq is the distance
between the tip of the wings, divided by half the span. It is therefore equal to x - 2. The figure by
Beukenberg and Hummel used in Figure 4.7 shows their results when the rear wing is situated one
span downstream of the leading wing. The values they picked for the lift coefficient and the aspect
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ratio lead to a value of the downstream velocity V, = 8T = (4T)b. This is this value that was used
to obtain the time at which the computations should be made to match theirs.
Even though it is difficult to make a completely relevant comparison of these results as the system
of coordinates is different, what we can observe on Figure 4.7 is that the maxima are approximately
located at the same lateral position, and the values of the maximum reduction in induced drag are
very similar. Excepted that the reduction in induced drag seems to be decreasing faster for the full
3D roll-up when moving downwards from the position of the maximum.
1.4 A Computations by Wagner et al. for the
-_two-ship problem in 3D using the
1.2 _vortex-lattice code HASC95
Present computations for a rolled-up
z 0.8 sheet at T=0. 1
0. 8 -Present computations for a rolled-up
sheet at T=0.5
0 0.2 Present computations for a rolled-up
E 0sheet at T=1.0
01 Present computations for a horseshoe vortex
F: -with a viscous core r=0.05 (Burnham model)
Present computations for a horseshoe vortex0.8 F with a viscous core r.=0.10 (Burnham model)
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 Present computations for a horseshoe vortex
LATERAL SPACING with a viscous core rc0.1 5 (Burnham model)
Figure 4.8: Comparison of the results of the computations with some results by Wagner et al. [32].
Wagner et al. [32] computed the induced drag benefits for a formation of two T-38 Talon aircraft
using the vortex-lattice code HASC95. The vortex-lattice method consists in modeling the wake as
a flat vortex sheet, the distribution of vorticity being very complex in order to represent as well
as possible the aircraft considered. Therefore, this code does not include the roll-up of the leading
wake. Figure 4.8 shows a comparison of the benefits in induced drag obtained by Wagner et al.
and by the present work with several different methods. The ratio of drag correction plotted on the
graph is the same as the - used by Blake and Multhopp [26]. Comparing computations with the
rolled-up sheet with computations with the vortex-lattice method permits to observe the influence
of the roll-up itself on the results. It is not surprising that the curve which matches the results of
Wagner et al. the best is the one corresponding to the computations made with the rolled-up sheet
at T = 0.1. The maximum benefit in induced drag occurs at the same location, and the values of
the maxima are nearly equal. Then, the more the roll-up is pronounced, the better the benefits are,
and the more inwards the maximum benefits are attained. The change in location is slight, but still
has a significant influence on the distribution of the benefits as the gradients are very strong around
the maximum.
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4.3 Comparison of the results calculated with the rolled-up
sheet and with the fixed horseshoe vortex models
This section will focus on comparisons between the results of the computations including the roll-
up of the leading wake and the results from simpler models: when the first wake is modeled by a
horseshoe vortex with or without a viscous core.
4.3.1 Horseshoe vortex with no viscous core
The simplest model is that of the horseshoe vortex without any viscous core. Figure 4.9 presents
the mapping of the difference between the reduction in induced drag for the rolled-up sheet and the
reduction in induced drag for the horseshoe vortex on the left. The right part is a superposition of
the contours of the reduction in induced drag for both models. The contours computed using the
horseshoe vortex model are easy to recognize as they are symmetrical about the x-axis. For T = 0.1,
the contours coincide well outside of the areas surrounding the maximum and minimum induced drag
reduction, but they get distorted around the maximum for the computations including the roll-up of
the sheet. In this area, the reduction in induced drag can differ by more than 30% between the two
models, which is more than a 50% of relative difference. As the time T gets larger, the difference
between the contours in the x-direction gets smaller, but it is increased in the y-direction, as the
rolled-up wake drifts vertically whereas the horseshoe vortex stays at the same altitude. This leads
the difference between the two models to get slightly larger.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when using the fixed horseshoe
vortex model with no viscous core and when including the roll-up. Difference between the two
models: (a) T = 0.1; (b) T = 0.5; (c) T = 1.0. Comparison of the contours of reduction in induced
drag given by the two models: (d) T = 0.1; (e) T = 0.5; (f) T = 1.0.
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4.3.2 Horseshoe vortex with a viscous core (Burnham model)
In this section, the Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core is studied. Two criteria
were used to choose the most accurate core radius over the period of time [0; 1.0}. They consisted
in matching as well as possible either the maximum reduction in induced drag or the contours of
the reduction in induced drag of both models. The first criterion lead to choose re = 0.09, and the
second one rc = 0.12. Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 present the mapping of the difference between
the reduction in induced drag for the rolled-up sheet and the reduction in induced drag for the
horseshoe vortex with the core radius on the left. The right part is a superposition of the contours
of the reduction in induced drag for both models. The results shown in Figure 4.10 were computed
using the core radius chosen along the first criteria, and Figure 4.11 using the core radius chosen
along the second one. The contours computed using the horseshoe vortex model are again easy to
recognize as they are symmetrical about the x-axis.
On Figure 4.10, for T = 0.01, the contours coincide very well outside of the areas surrounding
the maximum induced drag reduction. The difference between the two predictions is only greater
than 10% in absolute value in a very small region around the maximum. As the maximum value is
about 65%, this means that the relative difference is small everywhere excepted in this small area.
As the time T gets larger, the difference between the two predictions decreases in amplitude, but is
more spread out. For T = 1.0, the amplitude of difference is inferior to 10% everywhere in the area
where there are benefits from flying in formation.
On Figure 4.11, the contours coincide very well for all the times. The areas where the difference
between both predictions is greater than 5% are few and small, and the diameter of the areas where
it is greater than 10% is lesser than 8% of the span. However, this was only permitted by choosing
a core radius predicting a maximum reduction in induced drag lesser than that predicted by the
rolled-up sheet. Here, the maximum reduction predicted by the horseshoe vortex is 61% versus
respectively 64%, 66% and 68% for T = 0.1, T = 0.5 and T = 1.0. The area of interest for formation
flying is the area where some significant benefits can be attained. This corresponds approximately
to the area right of the 20%-contour on our graphs. As the time T gets larger, the amplitude of the
difference between the two predictions decreases in this area.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
and when using the Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex (fixed) with a core radius rc = 0.09
(closest maximum reduction in induced drag). Difference between the two models: (a) T = 0.1; (b)
T = 0.5; (c) T = 1.0. Comparison of the contours of reduction in induced drag given by the two
models: (d) T = 0.1; (e) T = 0.5; (f) T = 1.0.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-
up and when using the Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex (fixed) with a core radius rc = 0.12
(closest contours for the reduction in induced drag). Difference between the two models: (a) T = 0.1;
(b) T = 0.5; (c) T = 1.0. Comparison of the contours of reduction in induced drag given by the two
models: (d) T = 0.1; (e) T = 0.5; (f) T = 1.0.
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4.3.3 Horseshoe vortex with a viscous core (Lamb model)
Finally, the Lamb model for a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core is studied. The two criteria
which were used to choose the most accurate core radius are the same as in the previous section.
The best core radius following the first criterion is rc = 0.1 and the results associated with this core
radius are presented in Figure 4.12. The best core radius following the second criterion is rc = 0.15
and the results associated with it are presented in Figure 4.13. Both figures present the mapping
of the difference between the reduction in induced drag for the rolled-up sheet and the reduction in
induced drag for the horseshoe vortex with the core radius on the left and a superposition of the
contours of the reduction in induced drag for both models on the right.
On Figure 4.12, for T = 0.1, the contours coincide very well outside of the areas surrounding the
maximum induced drag reduction. The difference between the two predictions is only greater than
10% in absolute value in a very small region around the maximum. As the maximum value is about
65%, this means that the relative difference is small everywhere excepted in this small area. As the
time T gets larger, the difference between the two prediction decreases in amplitude, but is more
spread out. For T = 1.0, the amplitude of difference is inferior to 10% everywhere in the area where
there are benefits from flying in formation.
On Figure 4.13, as in the case of the Burnham model, the areas where the difference between
both predictions is superior to 5% are few and small, and the diameter of the areas where it is greater
than 10% is lesser than 8% of the span. However, the difference between the maximum reduction in
induced drag predicted by both models in greater than the previous case, as that predicted by the
horseshoe vortex with a core radius rc = 0.15 is inferior equal to 57%.As previously, the difference
between the two predictions decreases with T in the area of interest.
4.3.4 Conclusions
The reduction in induced drag predicted by the horseshoe vortex model agrees well with the pre-
dictions of the rolled-up sheet outside of the areas where the maximum or minimum reductions are
attained. In these areas, the agreement is improved by adding a viscous core to the model. The
core which permits to have the best global consistency predicts a maximum reduction in induced
drag which is lesser than that predicted by the rolled-up sheet. In that case, the difference between
the two models in mainly concentrated around the location of the maximum predicted by the model
including the roll-up of the wake. Between the two models for a horseshoe vortex with a viscous
core, the Burnham model is the one which gives the closest results. This is certainly due to the
fact that the method used to smooth the roll-up calculations is the same as that used to smooth
the singularities around the vortex filament in the Burnham model: both use a multiplication by
Izl2
Iz[2+-62-
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
and when using the Lamb model for a horseshoe vortex (fixed) with a core radius re 0.1 (closest
maximum reduction in induced drag). Difference between the two models: (a) T = 0.1; (b) T = 0.5;
(c) T = 1.0. Comparison of the contours of reduction in induced drag given by the two models: (d)
T=0.1; (e)T= 0.5; (f)T=1.0.
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4.4 Comparison of the results calculated with the rolled-up
sheet and with the horseshoe vortex models if the verti-
cal drift is taken into account
An important aspect of the roll-up of the vortex sheet is that it includes a vertical drift of the wake.
This is one of the aspects that is not taken into account by simpler horseshoe vortex methods. The
goal of this section is to investigate the influence of this vertical drift on the difference between
the reduction in induced drag predicted by the different models. Therefore, at each time step, the
predictions due to the rolled-up sheet are compared to the predictions due to horseshoe vortices of
span 2{b centered on the point (0; ye), where yc is the vertical coordinate of the center of vorticity
of the wake in the plane. The span is kept unchanged as the horizontal position of the center of
vorticity only changes very slightly during the roll-up process. As for the core radius, it is changed
as a function of the time to take into account the evolution of the wake.
4.4.1 Horseshoe vortex with no viscous core
Taking the vertical drift into account has the effect of matching the contours of the reduction in
induced drag better far from the maximum reduction. However, it worsens the agreement around
the position of the maximum. Therefore, for the horseshoe vortex with no viscous core, it does not
make the global agreement better.
4.4.2 Horseshoe vortex with a viscous core (Burnham model)
When comparing Figure 4.15 to Figure 4.10, no obvious gain in adapting the vertical position of
the horseshoe vortex is observed. Actually, the areas where there is a difference greater than 5% is
the predictions of the reduction in induced drag may be smaller, but the amplitude of the difference
seems to be larger. The same thing is true for Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.11: the vertical adaptation
permits to have the contours in very good agreement outside a small area around the maximum. But
in this area, the amplitude of the difference can be very important. As in the case of the horseshoe
with no viscous core, the contours are in better agreement far from the position where the maximum
is attained, but the agreement is worse around this position.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
and when using the Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core (closest maximum
reduction in induced drag) and a vertical drift. Difference between the two models: (a) T = 0.1 and
re = 0.11; (b) T = 0.5 and rc = 0.09; (c) T = 1.0 and r, = 0.09. Comparison of the contours of
reduction in induced drag given by the two models: (d) T = 0.1 and rc = 0.11; (e) T = 0.5 and
rc = 0.10; (f) T = 0.5 and rc = 0.09.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
and when using the Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core (closest contours for
the reduction in induced drag) and a vertical drift. Difference between the two models: (a) T = 0.1
and rc = 0.1; (b) T = 0.5 and rc = 0.14; (c) T = 1.0 and rc = 0.16. Comparison of the contours
of reduction in induced drag given by the two models: (d) T = 0.1 and rc = 0.1; (e) T = 0.5 and
rc = 0.14; (f) T = 0.5 and re = 0.16.
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4.4.3 Horseshoe vortex with a viscous core (Lamb model)
In the case of the Lamb model, an improvement can be observed between Figure 4.17 to Figure 4.12.
Actually, the surface of the areas where there is a difference greater than 5% is smaller, and the
difference in amplitude is only slightly increased. This is also true for Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.13,
even though less obvious. As in the previous cases, the contours are in better agreement far from
the position where the maximum is attained, but the agreement is worse around this position.
4.4.4 Conclusions
Taking into account the vertical drift of the wake does not improve significantly the agreement
between the results computed with a rolled-up sheet and those computed with a simple horseshoe
vortex. Actually, the predictions match better far away from the maximum reduction in induced
drag, but match worse around the maximum. As this region is the one of most interest for formation
flight, using simple fixed horseshoe vortices models may be more accurate than using vertically
adapted horseshoe vortices.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
and when using the Lamb model for a horseshoe vortex of core radius rc = 0.1 (closest maximum
reduction in induced drag) and a vertical drift. Difference between the two models: (a) T = 0.1 and
re = 0.11; (b) T = 0.5 and rc = 0.10; (c) T = 1.0 and rc = 0.09. Comparison of the contours of
reduction in induced drag given by the two models: (d) T = 0.1 and rc = 0.11; (e) T = 0.5 and
rc = 0.10; (f) T = 1.0 and rc = 0.09.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
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4.5 Conclusion
The comparison of results from the present computations with some previous works confirmed the
logical idea that for small streamwise distance between both aircraft, the results are close to those
computed using a vortex lattice method and, as the distance grows, the contours evolve towards
those computed with a horseshoe vortex method. However, a simple horseshoe vortex model with
no viscous core overestimates the maximum benefits that can be gained from formation flight. This
is due to the infinite velocities that it predicts around the vortex filament. If a viscous core is added
to the vortex filament, this singularity disappears, and the predictions are made more realistic. Still,
it is not possible to match perfectly the predictions made while including the roll-up to those made
with a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core. Actually, the results given by some cores will match
perfectly the maximum values for the benefits in induced drag, but will not match the contours,
and some other cores will match most of the contours, but will underpredict the maximum benefits
which can be attained. This work chose the second possibility. Thus, the difference between the
horseshoe vortex model and the model including the roll-up is maybe slightly larger in amplitude,
but confined in a small region around the maximum. Moreover, the fact that the model for the
roll-up truncates the vortex sheet after a little more than two turns to lump it into a point vortex
might itself lead to an overprediction of the benefits in induced drag.
Another interesting observation was that taking the global vertical drift of the wake into account
is not beneficial to the agreement between the results around the maximum. This is only true for
small streamwise distances though. Actually, the maximum benefits in induced drag occur at the
same altitude as the center of the tip spiral which stays at an approximately constant altitude at
the beginning of the roll-up, contrary to the center of vorticity of the wake which moves downwards
as soon as the roll-up starts. Later in the process, when the shape of the wake does not evolve much
anymore, the spiral starts to move downwards at a rate similar to that of the center of vorticity of
the wake. For formation flight applications, as the distance between the aircraft cannot be too large
(due to the instability and decay of the wake), this drift could usually be neglected. Still, as the
model used to compute the roll-up is very simplified, especially close to the wing, this might have
to be checked with a more thorough simulation or with experimental measurements.
Finally, in the case of our computations, a simple horseshoe vortex with a viscous core re = 0.12
and modeled according to Burnham can give predictions about the benefits in induced drag which
agree very well with those obtained when including the roll-up. The most significant difference is
an underestimation of the benefits around the maximum and a slight shift inwards of the position
of this maximum. The fact that the Burnham model is the one which gives the closest results to
the present computations is certainly due to the fact that the method used to smooth the roll-up
calculations is the same as that used to smooth the singularities around the vortex filament in the
Burnham model.
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Chapter 5
Results of the computations for the
reduced rolling moment
5.1 Mapping of the rolling moment
5.1.1 Horseshoe vortex with no viscous core
0.11
0
-0.11
~0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
Figure 5.1: Mapping of the rolling
horseshoe vortex.
moment in the (x,y)-plane when the first wing is modeled by a
First are presented the results concerning the reduced rolling moment predicted when the first
wake is modeled as a horseshoe vortex with no viscous core and the second wing is modeled as
an elliptically loaded lifting line. Figure 5.1 shows the reduced rolling moment as a function of the
position in the Trefftz plane. The maximum rolling moment is located at x = 1.77, the same position
at which the maximum reduction in induced drag was attained for this model.
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5.1.2 Horseshoe vortex with a viscous core
In this section is presented the reduced rolling moment when the first wing is modeled by a horseshoe
vortex with a viscous core. As in the previous chapter, two models are used: the Burnham model
and the Lamb model, which were both explained in section 2.1.5. Several core radius are considered.
Figure 5.2 shows the percentage of reduction in induced drag as a function of the position in the
Trefftz plane for four different core radii: rc = 0.01, rc = 0.05, rc = 0.1 and rc = 0.15.
The maximum rolling moment decreases as the core radius increases, and the horizontal position
at which it is attained moves a little inwards first as the core radius grows and then back outwards.
Figure 5.2 illustrates this for both models and core radii comprised between rc = 0.01 and rc = 0.2,
which respectively correspond to 0.5% and 10% of the wingspan. It also compares the locations of
the maximum rolling moment to the locations of the maximum benefit in induced drag obtained
with the same models. What can be observed from this graph is that the bigger the core is the larger
the difference between both locations is. Actually, even though the position where the maximum for
the benefits in induced drag is located does not change much with the core, the position of maximum
rolling moment drifts significantly outwards.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the maximum rolling moment and of the horizontal position at which it
is attained for the Burnham and the Lamb models.
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5.1.3 Rolled-up sheet
In this section are presented the results for the rolled-up sheet. The smoothing parameter that was
used for these computations is 5 = 0.01. The times which are shown on Figure 5.4 are T = 0.1,
T = 0.2, T = 0.3, T = 0.4, T = 0.5, T = 0.6, T = 0.7, T = 0.8, T = 0.9 and T = 1.0. If the typical
value of the velocity that was calculated in section 2.5 is again chosen, these times respectively
correspond to the downstream positions z = 0.8b, z = 1.6b, z = 2.4b, z = 3.2b, z = 4b, z = 4.8b,
z = 5.6b, z = 6.4b, z = 7.2b and z = 8b.
Figure 5.5 shows the evolution of the maximum rolling moment as a function of the time. After
increasing until T = 0.5, the maximum value of the rolling moment decreases and then increases
slightly again. Figure 5.5 also shows the downstream evolution of the horizontal position of the
maximum rolling moment. We can observe that the two maxima are always separated by a distance
of the same order of magnitude, the maximum for the benefits in induced drag always being slightly
inwards of the other maximum.
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5.2 Comparison of the present computations with the liter-
ature
0.02 2-Ship. 3 0 Computations by Wagner et al. for the
. 2-Ship, 2-- two-ship problem in 3D using the
_ .. _5 vortex-lattice code HASC95
Present computations for a rolled-up
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the results of the computations with some results by Wagner et al. [32].
This section aims at comparing the results given by the present computations with previous work
done by Wagner et al. [321, who computed the rolling moment for a formation of two T-38 Talon
aircraft using the vortex-lattice code HASC95. Figure 5.6 shows a comparison of the rolling moment
obtained with several different methods. The convention for the sign of the rolling moment was
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the inverse of the convention used in the present work, so that the opposite of the actual results
are shown on the figure. This comparison is only qualitative, as the normalization for the rolling
moment was different in both studies. The amplification factor used to match the results from
the present computations to those by Wagner was chosen so that the zeros coincide, and the curve
corresponding to T = 0.1 for the rolled-up sheet (limited roll-up) match the curve by Wagner further
from the wing. Actually, as the vortex-lattice method models the wake as a flat sheet, these two
computations should be the ones which agree the best. Still, it would be quite hazardous to make
conclusions as for the comparison of the values of the rolling moment in both works. However,
comparisons can be made on the position of the maxima. Actually, both works seem to agree fairly
well on the global trends for the rolling moment. The maxima and minima are very close, especially
for Wagner's work and the rolled-up sheet at T = 0.1. What can also be inferred from this graph
is that the effect of the roll-up compared to a vortex-lattice computation is to move the maximum
inwards. Actually, the more the sheet is rolled-up, the more inwards the maximum is. The extreme
case of the horseshoe vortex, which corresponds to a completely rolled-up sheet, confirms this by
predicting a maximum which is even more inwards.
5.3 Comparison of the results calculated with the rolled-up
sheet and with the fixed horseshoe vortex models
This section will focus on comparisons between the results of the computations including the roll-
up of the leading wake and the results from simpler models: when the first wake is modeled by a
horseshoe vortex with or without a viscous core, and when no vertical drift is taken into account.
5.3.1 Horseshoe vortex with no viscous core
Figure 5.7 presents the mapping of the difference between the reduced rolling moment predicted
with the rolled-up sheet model and with the horseshoe vortex model on the left. The right part
is a superposition of the contours of the reduced rolling moment for both models. The contours
computed using the horseshoe vortex model are easy to recognize as they are symmetrical about
the x-axis. For T = 0.1, the contours coincide approximately outside of the areas surrounding the
maximum and minimum rolling moment, but they get distorted and shifted around the maximum
for the computations including the roll-up of the sheet. In this area, the reduction in induced drag
can differ by more than 0.1, which is about 100% of relative difference. As the time T gets larger, the
contours of the rolled-up sheet results shift inwards, getting closer to the contours of the horseshoe
vortex results. But at the same time, they shift downwards, so that the difference between the
two predictions decreases only slightly around the maximum. Further from the maximum, as the
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contours agreed roughly at first in the horizontal
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the rolling moment predicted when using the fixed horseshoe vortex
model with no viscous core and when including the roll-up. Difference between the two models: (a)
T = 0.1; (b) T = 0.5; (c) T = 1.0. Comparison of the contours of the rolling moment given by the
two models: (d) T = 0.1; (e) T = 0.5; (f) T = 1.0.
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5.3.2 Horseshoe vortex with a viscous core (Burnham model)
In this section, only the criterion which consisted in matching as well as possible the contours for
both models was used to choose the most accurate core radius. It lead to choose rc = 0.14. The
other criterion used in the previous section gave results which did not agree as well with those of
the rolled-up sheet. Figure 5.8 presents the mapping of the difference between the reduced rolling
moment calculated with the rolled-up sheet model and with the horseshoe vortex with the core radius
on the left. The right part is a superposition of the contours of the reduced rolling moment for both
models. The contours computed using the horseshoe vortex model are again easy to recognize as
they are symmetrical about the x-axis. The contours predicted by both models coincide quite well
for all the times. Still, the amplitude of the difference is usually higher than it was for the benefits
in induced drag. It is especially high around the maximum rolling moment, where the relative error
attains nearly 50%. As the time T gets larger, the amplitude of the difference between the two
predictions decreases in the area of interest, but the relative error remains significant.
5.3.3 Horseshoe vortex with a viscous core (Lamb model)
Finally, the Lamb model for a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core is studied. The criterion which
was used to choose the most accurate core radius is the same as in the previous section, and lead
to choose rc = 0.15. Figure 5.9 presents the mapping of the difference between the reduced rolling
moment for the rolled-up sheet and for the horseshoe vortex on the left and a superposition of the
contours of the reduced rolling moment for both models on the right. As for the Burnham model,
the contours predicted by both models coincide quite well for all the times. But again, the contours
for the rolled-up sheet are very irregular, keeping the amplitude of the difference at a high level. The
relative error is still nearly 50% around the maximum rolling moment, and it is often higher than
10%- elsewhere. Again, the decrease of the amplitude of the difference between the two predictions
as the time grows is not sufficient to make the relative error small.
5.3.4 Conclusions
The trends for the rolling moment computed using the horseshoe vortex model with a viscous core
suitably chosen agree well with the predictions of the rolled-up sheet. However, the relative difference
is high, especially around the maximum rolling moment. Actually, the core which permits to have
the best global consistency predicts a maximum rolling moment which is inferior to that predicted by
the rolled-up sheet model by about a third. And the relative error in the area around the maximum
nearly attains 50%.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the rolling moment predicted when including the roll-up and when using
the Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex (fixed) with a core radius rc = 0.14 (closest contours for
the reduction in induced drag). Difference between the two models: (a) T = 0.1; (b) T = 0.5; (c)
T = 1.0. Comparison of the contours of the rolling moment given by the two models: (d) T = 0.1;
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5.4 Comparison of the results calculated with the rolled-up
sheet and with the horseshoe vortex models if the verti-
cal drift is taken into account
The goal of this section is to investigate the influence of the vertical drift of the wake on the difference
between the rolling moment predicted by the different models. At each time step, the predictions
due to the rolled-up sheet are compared to the predictions due to horseshoe vortices of span {b
centered on the point (0; ye), where yc is the vertical coordinate of the center of vorticity of the wake
in the plane. The core radius is also changed as a function of the time to take into account the
evolution of the wake.
5.4.1 Horseshoe vortex with no viscous core
Taking the vertical drift into account has the effect of matching the contours of the rolling moment
better far from the maximum. However, it worsens the agreement around the position of the
maximum. Therefore, for the horseshoe vortex with no viscous core, it does not make the global
agreement better.
5.4.2 Horseshoe vortex with a viscous core
In the case of the Burnham model, when comparing Figure 5.11 to Figure 5.8, it seems that taking
the vertical drift into account only worsens the situation. Actually, the areas where there is a
significant difference are larger, and the amplitude of the difference does not decrease.
In the case of the Lamb model, the worsening between Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.9 is not so
obvious. Some improvements and some deteriorations can be observed. However, the improvements
are not sufficient to decrease the very high relative error between the two models.
5.4.3 Conclusions
Taking into account the vertical drift of the wake does not improve the agreement between the results
computed with a rolled-up sheet and those computed with a simple horseshoe vortex. Actually, the
predictions match slightly better far away from the maximum rolling moment, but match worse
around the maximum. As the contours are irregular even far from the maximum, this does not
decrease the relative error between both models.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the rolling moment predicted when using the horseshoe vortex (h.v.)
model with no core and when including the roll-up. Difference between the two models: (a) T = 0.1;
(b) T = 0.5; (c) T = 1.0. Comparison of the contours of the rolling moment given by the two
models: (d) T = 0.1; (e) T = 0.5; (f) T = 1.0.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the rolling moment predicted when including the roll-up and when using
the Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex (adapted vertical position) with a viscous core (closest
contours for the reduction in induced drag). Difference between the two models: (a) T = 0.1 and
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the rolling moment predicted when including the roll-up and when
using the Lamb model for a horseshoe vortex (adapted vertical position) with a viscous core (closest
contours for the reduction in induced drag). Difference between the two models: (a) T = 0.1 and
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5.5 Conclusion
Contrary to the results obtained in the previous chapter, the predictions given by simple horseshoe
vortex models do not agree very well with the predictions given by the rolled-up sheet model.
Actually, the global trends are similar, but the contours given by this last model are very distorted
compared to those given by the horseshoe models, making the relative error between both predictions
very high in many areas. Therefore, when it comes to the prediction of the rolling moment, it seems
advisable to take the roll-up into account.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
First, a linear vorticity panel method was used to compute the roll-up of a vortex wake in the
Trefftz plane. A smoothing parameter as well as a truncation of the vortex sheet in the highly
rolled-up areas were introduced in order to stabilize the computations. Then, the induced drag
benefits experienced by a second wing downstream from the rolling-up wake were computed. This
trailing wing was simply modeled as a lifting-line and the computation of its induced drag was
made through a near-field analysis. Only elliptically loaded wings were considered in this study.
Maximum induced drag benefits comprised between 60% and 70% were observed depending on the
downstream location and on the chosen smoothing parameter. The maxima were attained when the
trailing wing overlapped laterally with the leading wing of about 5% to 10% of the span, the location
of the maximum moving inwards as the wake rolled up. As for the vertical position of the maximum,
it usually coincided with that of the center of the spiral at the tip of the wake. The altitude of this
center was approximately constant at the first stages of the roll-up, and then started to decrease.
The results of these computations were compared to the benefits calculated when using a sim-
ple horseshoe-vortex, a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core following the Burnham model and a
horseshoe vortex with a viscous core following the Lamb model. What was observed is that as
the roll-up progresses, the contours of the benefits in induced drag evolve towards those computed
with a horseshoe vortex method. A simple horseshoe vortex model with no viscous core largely
overestimates the maximum benefits that can be gained from formation flight, but the addition of a
core radius makes the agreement significantly better by smoothing the velocities around the vortex
filament. The best agreement between the contours of the reduction in induced drag was obtained
for a horseshoe vortex with a core radius rc = 0.12 modeled according to Burnham. The difference
between both results is mainly an underestimation of the benefits around the maximum and a slight
shift inwards of the position of this maximum. It is confined in a small region around the maximum.
Knowing that the model for the roll-up might itself overpredict the benefits in induced drag because
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of the lumping of the tip of the wake into a point vortex, it seems that this horseshoe vortex model
gives very accurate predictions. The fact that the Burnham model is the one which gives the closest
results to the present computations should not be taken as a general rule as it is certainly due to
the fact that the method used to smooth the roll-up calculations is the same as that used to smooth
the singularities around the vortex filament in the Burnham model. Taking the vertical drift of the
whole wake into account was not found to be beneficial to the agreement between the results around
the maximum, even though it permitted to have a better agreement of the contours away from it.
This would certainly not be true for larger streamwise distances as the center of the tip spiral starts
after some time to move downwards at a rate similar to that of the center of vorticity of the wake.
However, if the distance between the aircraft is kept small, which is usually the case for formation
flight applications, this drift could certainly be neglected. Some more thorough investigations on
the evolution of the center of the tip spiral would have to be conducted to ensure this.
The rolling moment of the trailing wing was also computed with the same assumptions as the
induced drag. It was observed that the maximum rolling moment was always attained slightly
outwards of the position where the maximum benefits in induced drag were reached. Actually, the
maxima were attained when the trailing wing overlapped laterally with the leading wing of about
3.5% to 8.5% of the span, 1.5% of the span away in average from the location of the maximum benefits
in induced drag. In the case of the rolling moment, the predictions given by simple horseshoe vortex
models do not agree very well with the predictions given by the rolled-up sheet model. Actually, the
global trends are similar, but the contours given by this last model are very distorted compared to
those given by the horseshoe models, making the relative error between both predictions very high
in many areas. Therefore, when it comes to the prediction of the rolling moment, it seems advisable
to take the roll-up into account.
Finally, from the results of the present work, it seems that adding a viscous core to the simple
horseshoe vortex model can account well for the effects of the roll-up of a wake on the benefits
in induced drag that can be gained from formation flight. However, it appears that the strongest
influence on the benefits for the trailing wing comes from the tip spiral of the leading wake. Therefore,
further research on how to model this spiral more accurately than by lumping the inner turns into
a point vortex could be useful to confirm or infirm this conclusion.
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Appendix A
Detailed Equations for the roll-up
of a vortex sheet with a thickness
A.1 Velocity
A.1.1 Speed caused by [zj,zj+1] at a point z
" The normalized arc length for this segment is s = t~_
s = 0 corresponds to the point zj, and s = 1 to the point zj+ 1 .
" The segment is composed of the z*(t) = zj + t (zj+1 - zj) = zj + 1~*t (Az)j, where t
is the arc length (curvilinear coordinates), or z*(s) = zj + s(Az)j.
* Linear vorticity: 7 (t) = Yj + "j~ja (7 +1 - 73) = 7fj + t-t_ (A7)j
where 7k is the vorticity at the point zk, or 7(s) = 7j + s(A7)j.
u(z) = tj+1 7 (t) l(z - z*(t)) dt
it 21r |z - z*(t)|2 + J2
- -(t 1  - (S))| Z - z*(z*(s)) ds where s = - tj
(At)j f1 7 + s(A 7 )j Q(z - zj - s(Az))) dsJo 27r |z-Z - s(Az)j12 + 62
(At)[1 (y + s(A 7 ))(y - y, - s(Ay)) ds
27r Jo s21(Az)j 2 - 2sW ((z - zj)(Az)j) + z - zj|2 + 2
(At), 1 s 2 (Ay)j(A-Y), - s [(AY)(y - yj) - (Ay) ,-Y] - (y - yj)ds
2-7r|I (Az) j|12 10A2 2s (z ) ±z-z2+62
2 s I|(AZ)j1* + ( -T~)j12
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We call
a = ((z - z)(Az) ) _z - z)
(Az)2 - (Az)
b = z - zj|2 + 62(Az)3 12
_ 
(AY)j (Ay -
(AZ)j 12
-a2F (z -Zj.)]2
\(Az)j /
62
+ (Az) 12
Z((Az)j) (Ay)j
(Az), 2
d = ac (A 7 ),(y - y3) - (AY) = ac -21(Az) 2
(A-y)jQ(z - zj) - !((Az)j)yj
21(Az) 12
e = -a 2c - bc+ 2ad - = -a 2 c -bc+ 2ad -(AZ)j 12
u(z)
I (AZ)1 2
(At) [c+ 2(s - a)
2ir jo (s-a) 2 +b +e ) ds(s-ab2+
I - sds
-a 1 ds
u(z)
u(z)
-(~J [~d~a 2 8d a ef 1+
= c+ d f ;2+bds +e fa 2bda
= ln(s2+b)]
= n (1 -a)2 +b)
a2 + b
1 I
= ( c
- ( c
arctan
+ dIn (1 a b+ b) +-
+ dln (z z+ 1|2 +2
arctan
arctan (1 ) - arctan
+ 7 (arctan ( arctan(-)
= 
ft +1
f,v(z) y(t) R(z - z*(t)) dt27r Iz - z*(t)12 + 62
(tj+1 - tj) f1 Y(s) R(z - z*(s)) dsJo 21r Iz-z*(s)|2 +j 2
(At)3 10
where s =t t
tj+l - t
yj + s(Ay)j R(z - zj - s(Az)3 ) ds27r |z - z3 - s(Az)j12 + 6 2
(At) 1 (7Y + s(Ay) )(x - x, - s(Ax)j) ds
27r J0 s21(Az)j12 - 2sR ((z - zj)(Az) 3) + Iz - zj12 + 2
(At)3  [1 S2 (Ax)j (Ay)j - s [(AY)j(x - xj) - (Ax) -y3 ] - -Yj(x - x3 )
27r|I (Az)12 o S2-2sR (z-z 3 )(Az) +z-z,1 2+62  ds
s
2
~2s Az)Pz
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(At)f' c[(s - a)2 + b] + 2(s - a)d + eds
27r Jo (s - a)2 + b
]
- arctan (-)
We call (a and b are the same as in the precedent case)
c' = (AX)i(A-y), R((Az))(A Y)|(Az) 2 |(Az), 2
d' = ac' - (Ay), (x - xz) - (Ax)j-yY = ac' -2|(Az),| 2
(Ay)R(z - z3) - R((Az)j)yj
21(Az) 12
= - bc' + 2ad' -Yj(xxj) =-a2C - bc' + 2ad' -2lJ( (- z)eacI (AZ)j 12 1(AZ)j 12
S (At)j c'[(s - a)2 +b] + 2(s - a)d'+e' ds
21r jo (s - a)2 + b
c+d, 2(s-a) _+e 1
(s - a)2 +b (s - a)2 +b
+d'L
c'+ d'In
+ d'in
2 sds +e1a
(1 a2 + bi +
Iz- z 1 |2 + 62
] ds
-2 1ibds
arctan (1-a) - arctan
+ arctan 1 - arctan
And finally,
w(z) = ( An Iz -z+1+2 +e arctan (1Va)
+i c'+ d'In ( z,j 12 +6 2 )+ arctan 1 i
(c + ic) + (d +id')lIn (1 j 112+J
- 27r I klz-z12 +j 2 1)
&((Az)j) (A-Y);
I(Az) 12
f (Az)j (A) 3 )
I (Az)j12
i(Ay)j (Az).I(Az),|2,
i(Ay)j
(Az)j
e + ie'
- arctan
a~t(-a)(ca(a) 
-arctan
arctan )- arctan (a
+ ((Az)j) (A-y)j
(Az) (2
+ (Az)j (Ay0j)
\ |(Az)j 12/
a(c + ic' (A-y), [(z - z) + iR(z - z)] - Yj [(Az)) + iR(Az)j)]2|(Az),I 2
(Ay~y z - z (A-Y)j (z - zj) iy
( ((Az) Az), 2  ± 2(Az)j
( [M _ z - z] z - z ± + (szY
2(Az)j R (Az)j (Kz)j + 2(Az)j
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v(z)
jI 1I(At)j27r
(At)-
2-7r
(At)j
27r
(At)3
27r
w(z)
c + ic'
d + id'
= (A-y)j z - zi
2(Az)j (Az)j 2(Az);
2(Az)j ± ( Az)j
= -(c + ic)(b + a2 ) + 2a(d + id') -
i(Ay) |Z - zj12 + 62
(Az)j |(Az)j 12
(Az)-
+ ,z - zj i z zj
2 (Az)j 2(Az) (Az);
(AY)j Z;) - (AJ) 2 +±
- Yj
62 (A7Y)j
(Az)j 12
+(A)z - Zj(Az)3 ) + 62 (AY) ](,Az), 12]
z - z 2 (A7)]
(Az)j (Az)j 2
1 Qz-zj) z-zj
T-- (Az)j (Az)j
-
-= tan(C )
+ 2
_+ (_) -P
2 (AY) z -zj 2 2
I(Az)i 12 (Az)) ) I(Az)j|2I
0( zjza+)
±azt I(AZ)31
= tan(Cj+1)
(z)j ((A z) j
i[ + (A) Z
+ 7 - 62 (Az)j2 ][( 2 )
) I(A~j 2 [( ((Az~
If 5 = 0, 1. - C( is the angle formed by the vectors (Az)j and z - zj.
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d + id'
e + ie' |(Az) 12
~ (Az)j 12
e + ie'
-a
1- a
-
So that:
w(z) = - 2ir(Az){
+ i [
- (A-Y),
Note:
+(AY)j z -Z - j
i [iQ, ( z - zj
TA-Z)j (Az)j
z - zj (A-Y)
TA -Z) j (Az)j
In 1 _ZJ + J2
i z - zj zI 
- zy- z - zj(Azi)j (Az)j g (Az)j (Az)j
62 2
1 -1(A -Z) 
j ((j+1
A.1.2 Speed caused by [- +, -y] at a point z
" The normalized arc length for this segment is s = ~ .
s = 0 corresponds to the point -T,, and s = 1 to the point -Tj+1.
" The segment is composed of the z*(t) = -E + -*, (.2 -Ej+1) = -T - IAj (Az)j, where
t is the arc length (curvilinear coordinates), or z*(s) = -zE - s(Ez)j .
* Linear vorticity: -y(t) = - 7 (-t) = -y - t (7.j+1 - 7j) = -7r - t (A7)j
where -Yk is the vorticity at the point Zk and, or y(s) = -yj - s(Ay)j.
u(z) = 3ti (t) Q(z - z*(t)) dt
2r |z -z*(t)|2 + 3 2
- -(t+ 1 - () ( z*(s)) ds
- Jo 27r z -z*(s)|2 + 2 where s = t ttj+ 1 - ti
= (At)j 1yj + s(Ay); Q(z +Tj + s(Az)j) ds
1o 27r Iz + Z3 + s(Az)j)|2 + J2
(At)[ (yj + s(A7)3 )(y - yj - s(Ay)) ds
2 r o s2 2 + 2sR((z +±AzO + z + j 12 + 52
(At) f1 S2 (Ay)j(A 7 ); - s [(Ay)j(y - yj) - (Ay)j y] - y (y - yj)
27r(Az) 12 s2+ 2s n (z+ 2)(Az)j IZ+E2 .5 2
+(Az) 1(Az) 1
C R ((z + 5) (Az)j)
I (Az)j 12
z +zj|2 12 
_ 2
1|(Az)j12
(AY) (y - yj) + (Ay) ac =21(Az)| 2 -
-(Ay)j(z + Tj) + Q((Az)j) -c
21(Az) j12 ac
E = -a 2 c - c - 2a77 - ______= -a
2
c - 3c - 2a?7- j(Z +j)
I (AZ~ 12 1(AZ)j 12
_ 
(AY)j2(AY) -
(AZ)j 1
U(Z)
I((Az) )(AY)
I (Az)j 12
(At), 1 c[(s + a) 2 + ,] + 2(s + a)7 + E ds
2-r Jo (s + a) 2 + d
(At) c+ 2(s+a) +]ds
21r J (s +a)2+# (s +a)2+
2s + 1+a
s2+0d~ 1 S2 d
+ ' 5
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We call
rz+z\ 2  3
_ 
z (Z+ 7 )] 2 
62
L( A)j /J (Az)j 12
and still,
(At) + a I I
= 2-7 Ic y aI
u(z) = - c + 1 In (1 + a)2 +# + - arctan ( ) arctan
= - (A + t In z + 2 +62 + arctan (0 ) - arctan
- pt f(t) R(z-z*(t)) dt
J_2,7r |z - z*(t)|2 + 62
= ty (s) R(z-z*(s)) ds where s -t - ti
kj+ j)W o 27r Iz - z*(s)|2 +62 tj+1 - ty
-(At) 1 yj± s(A'y)j R(z + T + s (A)j) ds
Jo 27r Iz + + s(~Az)l|2 + 62
(At)3  (7j + s(AY)3)(x + x s d S(AX)s)
27r Jo s2 1(a)j2 + 2sR((z + Tj)(Az)j) + Iz + F|2 + 62
(At)j 1 s2 (AX), (Ay)j + s [(At)j (x + xz) + (Ax)jj] + -y(x + xz)
27rI(Az)j12 Jo s2 + 2s R (z+T3 )(Az) Iz+ l2+ 2 ds
(Az)2 P (Az) 2
'7-- -ac' + (Ay),(x + x) + (Ax), = -a+21(Az)j12
E' = -a2 c' -,#c' - 2a77' + 2y (+ j
I (AZ) a12
a, 13 and c' are the same as precedently.
(Ay)jR(z + z) + R ((Az)j)y 3
21(Az) |2
~a2c'- 3c - 2a?7' + (AZ)j 12
s + a) 2 + 1 + 2(s + a)7' + E'
(s + a) 2 + 0
+77, 2(s+a)_(s+a)2±+#
1+i s22s ds+4Ja 2+
In (1+ a)2+# +-
i z + - 2 + 2In jz~+ 2)
ds
+ 1 ds(s+a)2 +
fe 2 1#dsIe s2+)3J
arctan -arctan
arctan 1 a - arctan
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v(z)
We call:
v(z)
v(z)
(At), c'
2,7r Jo
27r 0o
= (At) +
= (At) C+
=- (tjc' + 7'
-+ 77 [cIin (IZ +y712+5-2) )+( arctan (±~
77'ln+112 62) (arctan ( 1+a
arn1 +a a\'\]
arn(,T) - arca
(Az) (j2
I (AZ)(A12i
(Az)j (A-y),
(Az) (I 2~
* (Az)) (A-Y)j
~ (Az)I,
- -a(c-i) + (-) jz+i, ~~z+i) y ~(z~
_______ 21 (Az),1I
______j F 1z + " j
2(A) [ -(A),
i(Ay)j z +T
2(Az), (Az)j
(-A (Z+;I)]
27yj
2(Az),
i + Y
I(z- [(A-Y)i - - Yj]
= -(c-ic')(3+a 2) - 2a(77 - iq) -
*(y) ( z+2j 2 2
( z), ( AEz)j I (AZ)12)
-2 (A*) (Z±+7
+52) (A)
I (AZ)j 12
/WZ+ZEj)i + F
\(Ez)j (A Z), [ (Az
- A~ JQfs))
- (A )j ) (Az)
+ j 7')j
± 62 (AY)~ i-I (AZ)j 12Jl
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And finally,
w(Z)
w(z)
-arctan
+E13 (
c - ic'
77 - 77I
_vYj
2 ( z) j
1E - if' (Az), I'
(Z +T]
iA
- (Az:)j 
-
+i 21r p
(At)j j+1 12 + J2
--- 7-r 1(c - ic') + (77 - i?7') In IZ + Tj-12 + J2 )
+
1 +(A) j + i6 2  ]
2 (AZ)j 2
(Az)j12 I Z (+Zj)) 2
a
2 + 12
+ ( )62 
P
tan((3)
= tan((j+i)
+ ()
So that,
(A7) + 1 (Ay)j z + i2 (-A) j
z +* ) (A)jz + 2
- i z -
(Az~g (Az) 3
_ 
) i&2 (A7) ]|i) I(Az)j|2 I( f Z + Z j \\ 2( z 2 + 2(A)2 (j +1| (Az)j |2
Note: If 3 = 0, E - j is the angle formed by the vectors -(~Ez)j and z + Tj.
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e -ie
e -i' 62
+ I (Az)j|2
W(z)= AZ)j
z +Tj
(2 Kz-) j
(K -) ( (AZ) j
In ( IZ + 1312 +1yj IZ + T7-
.7 112 + J2
A.1.3 Total speed due to the jth panel and its symmetric at a point z
= 2ir (c+ic')+(d+id')
-_ (C- ic')
In (Z-+112 +6 2
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A.2 Velocity Gradient
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Appendix B
Detailed results
B.1 Comparison of the results calculated with the rolled-up
sheet and with the fixed horseshoe vortex models
B.1.1 Horseshoe vortex with a viscous core (Burnham model)
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Figure B. 1: Difference between the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
and when using the Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex model (fixed) with several core radii for
T = 0.01. (a) rc = 0.08; (b) rc = 0.09; (c) rc = 0.10; (d) re = 0.11; (e) rc = 0.12; (f) rc = 0.13.
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Figure B.2: Difference between the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
and when using the Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex model (fixed) with several core radii for
T = 0.05. (a) rc = 0.09; (b) rc = 0.10; (c) rc = 0.11; (d) rc = 0.12; (e) re = 0.13; (f) rc = 0.14.
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Figure B.3: Difference between the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
and when using the Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex model (fixed) with several core radii for
T = 0.1. (a) rc = 0.10; (b) rc = 0.11; (c) rc = 0.12; (d) rc = 0.13; (e) re = 0.14; (f) rc = 0.15.
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Figure B.4: Difference between the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
and when using the Lamb model for a horseshoe vortex model (fixed) with several core radii for
T = 0.01. (a) re = 0.08; (b) rc = 0.09; (c) rc = 0.10; (d) rc = 0.11; (e) rc = 0.12; (f) rc = 0.13.
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Figure B.5: Difference between the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
and when using the Lamb model for a horseshoe vortex model (fixed) with several core radii for
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B.2 Comparison of the results calculated with the rolled-
up sheet and with the horseshoe vortex models if the
vertical drift is taken into account
B.2.1 Horseshoe vortex with a viscous core (Burnham model)
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Figure B.7: Difference between the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
and when using the Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex model (adapted vertical position) with
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Figure B.8: Difference between the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
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Figure B.9: Difference between the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the roll-up
and when using the Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex model (adapted vertical position) with
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Figure B.10: Difference between the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the
roll-up and when using the Lamb model for a horseshoe vortex model (adapted vertical position)
with several core radii for T = 0.01. (a) rc = 0.09; (b) rc = 0.10; (c) rc = 0.11; (d) rc = 0.12; (e)
rc = 0.13; (f) rc = 0.14.
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Figure B.11: Difference between the benefits in induced drag (%) predicted when including the
roll-up and when using the Lamb model for a horseshoe vortex model (adapted vertical position)
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Appendix C
Programs
C.1 Main Program
function [z,gamma,rho,zv,rhov,T,w,D,phi]=rollupl4(TMAX)
NMAX=300;
thetamax=pi/18;
dmax=4.5*pi;
delta = 0.01;
T=zeros (TMAX+1,1);
z=zeros (NMAX,TMAX+1);
ztemp=zeros(NMAX, 1);
zm=zeros(NMAX,TMAX+1);
zv=zeros (TMAX+1,1);
dt=zeros(NMAX,1);
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dttemp=zeros(NMAX,1);
t=zeros(NMAXI);
ttemp=zeros(NMAXI);
temp=zeros(NMAXI);
gAmma=zeros(NMAX, TMAX+1);
gammatemp=zeros(NMAXI);
rho=zeros(NMAX, TMAX+I);
rhov=zeros(TMAX+1,1);
w=zeros(NMAXTMAX);
wm=zeros(NMAXTMAX);
dwmx=zeros(NMAX,1);
dwmy=zeros(NMAX,1);
wmtemp=zeros(NMAXI);
dwmxtemp=zeros(NMAX,1);
dwmytemp=zeros(NMAX,1);
theta=zeros(NMAX,1);
thetatot=zeros(NMAX,1);
D=zeros(TMAX+1,1);
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phi=0;
%-------------- initial conditions: elliptically loaded wing -----------
T(1)=0;
nt=81;
for j=2:nt,
dt(j-1)=1/(nt-1);
t(j)=t(j-1)+dt(j-1);
end
% we define Gamma at the panel midpoints. It will remain constant
% throughout the roll-up. We compute rho (-d Gamma/dt) at the panel endpoints in
% function of the values of Gamma. Gamma(1,k) is Gamma for x=0 (t(1)). Gamma(j,k)
% is Gamma at t(j-1/2) (between t(j-1) and t(j)). rho(j,k) is rho at t(j).
for j=1:nt,
if (j==1),
temp=t(j);
else
temp=(t(j)+t(j-1))/2;
end
gamma(j,1)=sqrt(1-temp^2);
z(j,1)=t(j);
theta(j)=0;
if(j==1),
thetatot (j)=theta(j);
else
thetatot(j)=thetatot(j-1)+theta(j);
end
end
gamma(nt+ 1,1)=0;
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rho(1,1)=0;
for j=2:nt-1,
rho(j,1)=2/(dt(j-1)+dt(j))*(gamma(j,1)-ganmma(j+1,1));
end rho(nt,1)=(gamma(nt,1)-gamma(nt+1,1))*2/dt(nt-1);
dT=0.001;
X------------------------ beginning of the calculations ------------
figure;
hold on;
tswitch=0;
for k=1:TMAX,
X------------------- cut-off additional length----------------------
imax = 0; % imax is the point where the cut must be done
if (thetatot(nt-1)>1.5*pi)&(tswitch==0),
tswitch=1;
dT=dT/2;
end
if (zv==0),
nlim=nt-3;
else
nlim=nt-1;
end
for j=1:nlim,
if (thetatot(j)<dmax),
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imax = j
end
end
zcv=O;
if (imax<nlim),
% position (weighted average of the dumped panels) and strength of the end
X vortex. The weights are the vorticity at each point.
gam=gammadis9 (gamma, dt, imax, k) ; %gamma at end point imax
for j=imax+1:nt,
zcv=zcv+dt(j-1)/6*(z(j-1,k)*(rho(j-1,k)+2*rho(j,k))+z(j,k)
*(2*rho(j-1,k)+rho(j,k)));
end
zcv=zcv+zv(k)*rhov(k);
rhov(k)=gam;
zv(k)=zcv/rhov(k);
for j=imax:nt-1,
zm(j)=(z(j+1,k)+z(j,k))/2;
wml(j)=velocity_4(z, rho, zv, rhov, dt, nt, delta, zml(j), k);
end
for j=imax:nt-1
phi=phi+dt(j)/2*(rho(j,k)+rho(j+1,k));
end
% update of z, gamma, rho, t and dt
gamma(imax+1,k)=gam;
gamma(imax+2:nt+1,k)=zeros(nt-(imax) ,1);
z(imax+1:nt,k)=zeros(nt-(imax),1);
dt(imax:nt-1)=zeros(nt-(imax) ,1);
t(imax+1:nt)=zeros(nt-(imax),1);
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rho(imax+1:nt,k)=zeros(nt-(imax),1);
nt=imax;
end
------------ computation of the velocity and the velocity gradient at the panel
midpoints --------
% we compute w=u-iv, dw/dx and dw/dy
dwmx=zeros (NMAX,1);
dwmy=zeros(NMAX, 1);
for j=1:nt-1,
zm(j,k)=(z(j+1,k)+z(j,k))/2;
[wm(j,k),dwmx(j),dmy(j)]=velocity_4(z, rho, zv, rhov, dt, nt, delta,
zm(j,k), k);
end
------------------ computation of the induced drag of the wing ----------------
norm=phi;
for j=1:nt-1,
norm=norm+dt(j)*(rho(j,k)+rho(j+1,k))/2;
end
D(k)=0;
dphi=phi/norm;
for j=nt-1:-1:1,
if (j==nt-1),
dphi=dphi+dt(j)/8*(rho(j,k)+3*rho(j+1,k))/norm;
else
dphi=dphi+dt(j)/8*(rho(j,k)+3*rho(j+1,k))+dt(j+1)/8*(3*rho(j+1,k)
+rho(j+2,k))/norm;
end
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dz=z(j+1,k)-z(j,k);
normal=i*dz/abs(dz);
temp=dt(j)/2*dphi*(real(wm(j,k))*real(normal)-imag(wm(j,k))*imag(normal));
D(k)=D(k)-dt(j)/2*dphi*(real(wm(j,k))*real(normal)-imag(wm(j,k))*imag(normal));
end
end
X ---------- computation of the velocity components at the panel endpoints --------
% notation:
X r = influence from the right side
X 1 = influence from the left side
X first point
% the velocity must be symmetric about the y axis, so that the influence of the
% left side is to cancel out the u component
w(1,k)=i*imag(wm(1,k));
X other points
for j=2:nt-1,
dx = real(z(j,k)-zm(j-1,k));
dy = imag(z(j,k)-zm(j-1,k));
du=real(dwmx(j-1))*dx+real(dwmy(j-1))*dy;
dv=-imag(dwmx(j-1))*dx-imag(dwmy(j-1))*dy;
wl=wm(j-1,k)+du-i*dv;
dx = real(z(j,k)-zm(j,k));
dy = imag(z(j,k)-zm(j,k));
du=real(dwmx(j))*dx+real(dwmy(j))*dy;
dv=-imag(dwmx(j))*dx-imag(dwmy(j))*dy;
wr=wm(j,k)+du-i*dv;
w(j,k)=(dt(j)*wl+dt(j-1)*wr)/(dt(j)+dt(j-1));
end
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% last point
dx = real(z(nt,k)-zm(nt-1,k));
dy = imag(z(nt,k)-zm(nt-1,k));
du=real(dwmx(nt-1))*dx+real(dwmy(nt-1))*dy;
dv=-imag (dwmx (nt-1))*dx-imag (dwmy (nt-1))*dy;
wl=wm(nt-1,k)+du-i*dv;
w(nt,k)=wl;
---------------- new position of the end vortex ----------------------------
if (zv(k)~=0),
speed=velocity-v(z, rho, zv, rhov, dt, nt, delta, zv(k), k);
zv(k+1)=zv(k)+conj(speed)*dT;
rhov(k+1)=rhov(k);
end
---------------- new position of the end points ----------------------------
for j=1:nt,
z(j,k+1)=z(j,k)+conj(w(j,k))*dT;
if (j==i),
t(j)=0;
else
dt(j-1)=abs(z(j,k+1)-z(j-1,k+1));
t(j)=t(j-1)+dt(j-1);
end
end
ztemp(1)=z(1,k+1);
gammatemp(1)=gamma(1,k);
1=0;
dis=0;
for j=2:nt-2,
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if (real(i*(z(j+1,k+1)-z(j-1,k+1))*conj(z(j,k+1)-z(j-1,k+1)))>=),% detects
%the appearance of a concavity (dot product of two consecutive panels)
gammatemp(j-l)=gammadis8(z, ztemp, gamma, gammatemp, j, k, 1);
if (dis==1)
1=3;
else
1=1+1;
end
dis=1;
else
ztemp(j-l)=z(j,k+1);
if (dis==O),
gammatemp(j-l)=gamma(j,k);
end
dis=O;
end
end
ztemp(nt-l-1)=z(nt-ik+i);
if (dis==0),
gammatemp(nt-1-1)=gamma(nt-1,k);
end
ztemp(nt-l)=z(nt,k+1);
gammatemp(nt-l)=gamma(nt ,k);
gammatemp(nt-1+1)=gamma(nt+1,k);
if (1>=3),
dT=dT/2;
Ek+1,1,dT]
for j=1:nt,
z(j,k+1)=z(j,k)+conj(w(j,k))*dT;
if (j==1),
t(j)=0;
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else
dt(j-1)=abs(z(j,k+1)-z(j-1,k+1));
t(j)=t(j-1)+dt(j-1);
end
end
ztemp(1)=z(I,k+i);
gammatemp(1)=gamma(1,k);
1=0;
dis=0;
for j=2:nt-2,
if (real(i*(z(j+1,k+1)-z(j-1,k+1))*conj(z(j,k+1)-z(j-1,k+1)))>=0),% detects
% the appearance of a concavity (dot product of two consecutive panels)
gammatemp(j-1)=gammadis8(z, ztemp, gamma, gammatemp, j, k, 1);
1=1+1;
dis=1;
else
ztemp(j-l)=z(j,k+1);
if (dis==0),
gammatemp(j-1)=gamma(j ,k);
end
dis=0;
end
ztemp(nt-l-1)=z(nt-I,k+1);
if (dis==0),
gammatemp (nt-1-1)=gamma(nt-1,k);
end
ztemp(nt-l)=z(nt,k+1);
gammatemp(nt-l)=gamma(nt,k);
gammatemp(nt-l+1)=gamma(nt+1,k);
end
end
nt=nt-1;
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z(:,k+1)=zeros(NMAX,1);
z(1:nt,k+1)=ztemp(1:nt);
gamma(:,k)=zeros(NMAX,1);
gamma(1:nt+1,k)=gammatemp(1:nt+1);
t(1)=0;
for j=1:nt-1,
dt(j)=abs(z(j+1,k+1)-z(j,k+1));
t(j+1)=t(j)+dt(j);
end
rho(1,k)=0;
for j=2:nt-1,
rho(j,k)=2/(dt(j-1)+dt(j))*(gamma(j,k)-gamma(j+1,k));
end
rho(nt,k)=(gamma(nt,k)-gamma(nt+1,k))*2/dt(nt-1);
------------------------------ rediscretization ----------------------------
1=0;
gamma(I,k+1)=gamma(I,k);
gammaI=gamma(1,k+1);
dis=0;
for j=2:nt-1,
theta(j)=thetaspan([ztemp(1:j+1-1);z(j:nt,k+1)], j+1);% angle at zj
% redistribution needed
if (theta(j)>thetamax),
1=1+1;
e=(z(j+1,k+1)-ztemp(j+1-2))/abs(z(j+1,k+1)-ztemp(j+1-2));
a=real(e*conj(z(j,k+1)-ztemp(j+1-2)));
b=abs(z(j+1,k+1)-ztemp(j+1-2));
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c=real(i*e*conj(z(j,k+1)-ztemp(j+1-2)));
alpha=c/(a*(a-b));
ztemp(j+1-1)=ztemp(j+1-2)+1/3*(z(j+1,k+1)-ztemp(j+1-2))-2/9*b^2*alpha*i*e;
ztemp(j+1)=ztemp(j+1-2)+2/3*(z(j+1,k+1)-ztemp(j+1-2))-2/9*b^2*alpha*i*e;
dttemp(j+1-2)=abs(ztemp(j+1-1)-ztemp(j+1-2));
ttemp(j+1-1)=ttemp(j+1-2)+dttemp(j+1-2);
dttemp(j+1-1)=abs(ztemp(j+1)-ztemp(j+1-1));
ttemp(j+1)=ttemp(j+1-1)+dttemp(j+1-1);
dttemp(j+1)=abs(z(j+1,k+1)-ztemp(j+1));
ttemp(j+1+1)=ttemp(j+1)+dttemp(j+1);
gamma(j+1-1:j+1+1,k+1)=gammadis7(gamma, rho,j, 1 ,k ,nt,t,ttemp,dt,dttemp,
z, ztemp,gammal);
rho(j+1-1,k+1)=2/(dttemp(j+1-2)+dttemp(j+1-1))*(gamma(j+1-1,k+1)
-gamma(j+1,k+1));
rho(j+1,k+1)=2/(dttemp(j+1-1)+dttemp(j+1))*(gamma(j+1,k+1)
-gamma(j+1+1,k+1));
rho(j+1+1,k+1)=2/(dttemp(j-1)+dttemp(j))*(gamma(j,k)-gamma(j+1,k));
------ definition of gamma at ztemp(j+1) -------
t1=sqrt(1-(gamma(j+1,k+1))^2);
t2=sqrt(1-(gamma(j+1+1,k+1))^2);
L1=dttemp(j+1-1)/2;
L2=dttemp(j+1)/2;
t12=(L2*tl+L1*t2)/(L1+L2);
gamma1=sqrt(1-t12^2);
X ------------------------------------------------
dis=l;
no rediscretization needed
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else
ztemp(j+l)=z(j,k+1);
if (j==1),
ttemp(j+l)=O;
else
dttemp(j+1-1)=abs(ztemp(j+l)-ztemp(j+1-1));
ttemp(j+l)=ttemp(j+1-1)+dttemp(j+l-1);
end
if (dis==O),
gamma(j+l,k+1)=gamma(jk);
rho(j+l,k+1)=2/(dttemp(j+1-1)+dt(j))*(gamma(j+l,k+1)-gamma(j+1,k));
end
------ definition of gamma at ztemp(j+l) -------
t1=sqrt(1-(gamma(j+l,k+1))^2);
t2=sqrt(1-(gamma(j+1,k))^2);
L1=dttemp(j+1-1)/2;
L2=dt(j)/2;
t12=(L2*tl+L1*t2)/(L1+L2);
gamma1=sqrt(1-t12^2);
dis=O;
end
end
if (dis==O),
gamma(nt+l,k+1)=gamma(nt ,k);
rho(nt,k+1)=rho(nt,k);
end
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ztemp(nt+1)=z(nt,k+1);
dttemp(nt+1-1)=abs(ztemp(nt+1)-ztemp(nt+1-1));
ttemp(nt+1)=ttemp(nt+1-1)+dttemp(nt+1-1);
gamma(nt+1+1,k+1)=gamma(nt+1,k);
-------------------------------- updates -----------------------------------
nt=nt+l; % We now have a new discretization, with a different number of points
z(1:nt,k+1)=ztemp(1:nt);
t(1:nt)=ttemp(1:nt);
dt(1:nt-1)=dttemp(1:nt-1);
rho(1,k+1)=0;
for j=2:nt-1,
rho(j,k+1)=2/(dt(j-1)+dt(j))*(gamma(j,k+1)-gamma(j+1,k+1));
end
rho(nt,k+1)=(gamma(nt,k+1)-gamma(nt+1,k+1))*2/dt(nt-1);
for j=1:nt-1,
theta(j)=thetaspan(z(:,k+1),j);
if(j==1),
thetatot(j)=theta(j);
else
thetatot(j)=thetatot(j-1)+theta(j);
end
end
T(k+1)=T(k)+dT; X update the time
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C.2 Computation of the velocity and velocity gradient
C.2.1 velocity-4.m
function
zm, k)
[w,dwx,dwyJ=velocity(z, rho, zv, rhov, dt, nt, delta,
w=O;
dwx=O;
dwy=O;
dux=O;
duy=O;
dvx=O;
dvy=O;
xm=real (zm);
ym=imag(zm);
for 1=1:nt-1,
%-------------------------- speed ---------------------------------------
dgam-rho(1+1,k)-rho (l,k);
Xspeed caused by the segment [z(l,k);z(1+1,k)]
dz=z(1+1,k)-z(l,k);
al=real((zm-z(l,k))*conj(dz))/abs(dz)^2;
bl=(abs(zm-z(l,k))^2+delta^2)/abs(dz)^2-a1^2;
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cl=imag(dz)*dgam/abs(dz)^2;
dl=al*cl-(imag(zm-z(l,k))*dgam-rho(l,k)*imag(dz))/(2*abs(dz)^2);
e1=-a1^2*c1+2*a1*d1-b1*c1-rho(l,k)*imag(zm-z(1,k))/(abs(dz)^2);
c2=real(dz)*dgam/abs(dz)^2;
d2=al*c2-(real(zm-z(l,k))*dgam-real(dz)*rho(l,k))/(2*abs(dz)^2);
e2=-a1^2*c2+2*a1*d2-b*c2-rho(1,k)*real(zm-z(l,k))/(abs(dz)^2);
logn=log(((1-a1)^2+b1)/(a1^2+b1));
if (imag(logm)==-pi)
logm=conj(logm);
end
w=w+dt(l)/(2*pi)*(cl+i*c2+(dl+i*d2)*logm+(el+i*e2)/sqrt(b1)
*(atan((1-al)/sqrt(bl))-atan(-a/sqrt(bi))));
%speed caused by the segment [conj(z(1+1,k));conj(z(1,k))]
a3=real((zm+conj(z(l,k)))*dz)/abs(dz)^2;
b3=(abs(zm+conj(z(1,k)))^2+delta^2)/abs(dz)^2-a3^2;
d3=-a3*cl-(imag(zm+conj(z(1,k)))*dgam-rho(l,k)*imag(dz))/(2*abs(dz)^2);
e3=-a3^2*cl-2*a3*d3-b3*cl-rho(l,k)*imag(zm+conj(z(l,k)))/(abs(dz)^2);
d4=-a3*c2+(real(zm+conj (z(1,k)))*dgam+rho(1,k)*real(dz))/(2*abs(dz) ^2);
e4=-a3^2*c2-2*a3*d4-b3*c2+rho(l,k)*real(zm+conj(z(l,k)))/(abs(dz)^2);
logm=log(((1+a3)^2+b3)/(a3^2+b3));
if (imag(logm)==-pi)
logm=conj(logm);
end
w=w+dt(1)/(2*pi)*(-cl+i*c2+(-d3+i*d4)*logm+(-e3+i*e4)/sqrt(b3)
*(atan((1+a3)/sqrt(b3))-atan(a3/sqrt(b3))));
-------------------------- velocity gradient ------------------------------------
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dalx=real (dz) labs (dz)-'2;
dblx=-2*imag~dz)/abs(dz) '4*imag( (zm-z(1,k))*conj (dz));
ddix=daix* ci;
delx=-cl*2*real(zm-z(1,k))/(abs(dz)'"2)+2*(dalx*dl+al*ddlx);
dd2x=dalx*c2-dgai/ (2*abs (dz)-2);
de2x=-c2*2*real~zm-z~l,k))/(abs(dz) -2)+2*(dalx*d2+al*dd2x)-rho(1,k)/(abs~dz) '2);
da3x=real (dz) /abs (dz) -2;
db3x=2*imag(dz)/abs(dz) -4*imag((zm+conj (z(1 ,k)) )*dz);
dd3x=-da3x*ci;
de3x=-2*cl*real Czm+conj (z(1 ,k) )) /abs (dz)-2-2* (da3x*d3+a3*dd3x);
dd4x=-da3x*c2+dgam/ (2*abs (dz) -2);
de4x=-2*c2*real (zm+conj (z (1,k) ) )/abs (dz) -2-2* (da3x*d4+a3*dd4x)
+rho(l,k)/(abs~dz)-2);
daly=imag (dz) /abs Cdz) -2;
dbiy=2*real(dz)/abs(dz) -4*imag((zm-z(1,k))*conj (dz));
ddiyday*c-dgam/(2*abs(dz) '2);
deiy=-ci*2*imag(zm-z(1,k))/(abs~dz)-2)+2*(daiy*dl+ai*ddiy)-rho(1,k)/(abs(dz) "2);
dd2y=daiy*c2;
de2y=-2*c2*imag(zm-z(1,k) )/Cabs(dz)-'2) +2* Cdaly*d2+ai*dd2y);
da3y=-imag Cdz) /abs (dz) -2;
db3y=2*real~dz)/abs(dz) -4*imag( Czm+conj (z(1,k) ))*dz);
dd3y=-da3y*c-dgai/ (2*abs (dz) -2);
de3y=-2*ci*imag(zm-z(1,k))/(abs(dz) -2)-2*(da3y*d3+a3*dd3y)-rhoC1,k)/Cabs(dz)-2);
dd4y=-da3y*c2;
de4y=-2*c2*imag(zm-z(1 ,k) )/ (abs (dz) -2) -2* (da3y*d4+a3*dd4y);
%velocity gradient caused by the segments Cz(1,k);z(1+i,k)]
%and [conj(z(1+i,k));conj(z(l,k))]
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A=zeros(4);
B=zeros(4);
C=zeros(4);
D=zeros(6);
F=zeros(4);
H=zeros(2);
G=zeros(4);
dAx=zeros(4);
dAy=zeros(4);
dBx=zeros(4);
dBy=zeros(4);
dCx=zeros(4);
dCy=zeros(4);
dDx=zeros(6);
dDy=zeros(6);
dFx=zeros(4);
dFy=zeros(4);
dGx=zeros(4);
dGy=zeros(4);
dHx=zeros(2);
dHy=zeros(2);
A (1) = (1-al) /sqrt (bl)
A(2)=(-al)/sqrt(bl);
A(3)=(l+a3)/sqrt(b3);
A(4)=(a3)/sqrt(b3);
B(I)=l-al;
B(2)=-al;
B(3)=l+a3;
B(4)=a3;
C(1)=bl;
C(2)=C(l);
C(3)=b3;
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C(4)=C (3) ;
F(1)=sqrt(C(1));
F (2) =F (1) ;
F(3)=sqrt(C(3));
F (4)=F (3) ;
D(1)=atan(A(1));
D(2)=atan(A(2));
D(3)=atan(A(3));
D(4)= atan(A(4));
D(5)=log(((1-a1)^2+b1)/(a1^2+b1));
if (imag(D(5))==-pi)
D (5)=conj (D(5));
end
D(6)=log(((1+a3)^2+b3)/(a3^2+b3));
if (imag(D(6))==-pi)
D(6)=conj(D(6));
end
G(1)=el/sqrt(bl);
G(2)=e2/sqrt(bl);
G (3)=e3/sqrt (b3) ;
G(4)=e4/sqrt(b3);
H(1)=el;
H(2)=e2;
H(3)=e3;
H(4)=e4;
dBx(1)=-dalx;
dBx (2)=-da1x;
dBx (3) =da3x;
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dBx(4)=da3x;
dCx(1)=dblx;
dCx(2)=dblx;
dCx(3)=db3x;
dCx (4) =db3x;
dHx(1)=delx;
dHx(2)=de2x;
dHx (3) =de3x;
dHx(4)=de4x;
dBy(1)=-daly;
dBy(2)=-daly;
dBy(3)=da3y;
dBy(4)=da3y;
dCy(1)=dbly;
dCy(2)=dbly;
dCy (3) =db3y;
dCy(4)=db3y;
dHy(i)=dey;
dHy(2)=de2y;
dHy (3) =de3y;
dHy(4)=de4y;
for jj=1:4,
dFx(jj)=dCx(jj)/(2*sqrt(C(jj)));
dFy(jj)=dCy(jj)/(2*sqrt(C(jj)));
dAx(jj)=(dBx(jj)*F(jj)-B(jj)*dFx(jj))/(F(jj))^2;
dAy(jj)=(dBy(jj)*F(jj)-B(jj)*dFy(jj))/(F(jj))^2;
dDx(jj)=dAx(jj)/(1+A(jj)^2);
dDy(jj)=dAy(jj)/(1+A(jj)^2);
dGxQj)=(dHx(jj)*F(jj)-H(jj)*dFx(jj))/(F(jj))^2;
dGy(jj)=(dHy(jj)*F(jj)-H(jj)*dFy(jj))/(F(jj))^2;
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end
dDx(5)=2*(real(zm-z(1+1,k))/((abs(zm-z(1+1,k)))-2+delta-2)
-real(zm-z(lk))/((abs(zm-z(lk)))-2+delta-2));
dDx(6)=2*(real(zm+conj(z(1+1,k)))/((abs(zm+conj(z(1+1,k))))-2+delta-2)
-real(zm+conj(z(lk)))/((abs(zm+conj(z(lk))))-2+delta-2));
dDY(5)=2*(imag(zm-z(1+1,k))/((abs(zm-z(1+1,k)))-2+delta-2)
-imag(zm-z(lk))/((abs(zm-z(lk)))-2+delta-2));
dDY(6)=2*(imag(zm+conj(z(1+1,k)))/((abs(zm+conj(z(1+1,k))))-2+delta-2)
-imag(zm+conj(z(lk)))/((abs(zm+conj(z(lk))))-2+delta-2));
dux=dux+dt(l)/(2*pi)*(ddlx*D(5)+dl*dDx(5)-dd3x*D(6)-d3*dDx(6)+dGx(l)*(D(l)-D(2))
+G(I)*(dDx(l)-dDx(2))-dGx(3)*(D(3)-D(4))-G(3)*(dDx(3)-dDx(4)));
duy=duy+dt(l)/(2*pi)*(ddly*D(5)+dl*dDy(5)-dd3y*D(6)-d3*dDy(6)+dGy(l)*(D(l)-D(2))
+G(1)*(dDy(l)-dDy(2))-dGy(3)*(D(3)-D(4))-G(3)*(dDy(3)-dDy(4)));
dvx=dvx-dt(l)/(2*pi)*(dd2x*D(5)+d2*dDx(5)+dd4x*D(6)+d4*dDx(6)+dGx(2)*(D(l)-D(2))
+G(2)*(dDx(l)-dDx(2))+dGx(4)*(D(3)-D(4))+G(4)*(dDx(3)-dDx(4)));
dvy=dvy-dt(l)/(2*pi)*(dd2y*D(5)+d2*dDy(5)+dd4y*D(6)+d4*dDy(6)+dGy(2)*(D(l)-D(2))
+G(2)*(dDy(l)-dDy(2))+dGy(4)*(D(3)-D(4))+G(4)*(dDy(3)-dDy(4)));
end
% addition of the point vortex components
if (zv(k)-=O)
w=w-i/(2*pi)*rhov(k)/(zm-zv(k))+i/(2*pi)*rhov(k)/(zm+conj(zv(k)));
dux=dux+rhov(k)/(pi)*(imag(zm-zv(k))*real(zm-zv(k))/abs(zm-zv(k))-4
-imag(zm+conj(zv(k)))*real(zm+conj(zv(k)))/abs(zm+conj(zv(k)))-4);
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duy=duy-rhov(k)/(2*pi)*((abs(zm-zv(k))^2-2*imag(zm-zv(k))^2)/abs(zm-zv(k))^4
-(abs(zm+conj(zv(k)))^2-2*imag(zm+conj(zv(k)))^2)/abs(zm+conj(zv(k)))^4);
dvx=dvx+rhov(k)/(2*pi)*((abs(zm-zv(k))^2-2*real(zm-zv(k))^2)/abs(zm-zv(k))^4
-(abs (zm+conj (zv(k)))^2-2*real(zm+conj (zv(k)))^2)/abs(zm+conj (zv(k)))^4);
dvy=dvy-rhov(k)/(pi)*(imag(zm-zv(k))*real(zm-zv(k))/abs(zm-zv(k))^4
-imag(zm+conj(zv(k)))*real(zm+conj(zv(k)))/abs(zm+conj(zv(k)))^4);
end
dwx=dux-i*dvx;
dwy=duy-i*dvy;
C.2.2 velocity2_4.m
function [w,dwx,dwy]=velocity2(zend, gammaend, zv, rhov, dtend,
dttemp, nt, delta, zm, j, k, 1)
z=zeros(nt+1,1);
dt=zeros(nt+1-1,1);
gamma=zeros (nt+1+1,1);
rho=zeros(nt+1,1);
w=O;
dwx=O;
dwy=O;
dux=0;
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duy=O;
dvx=O;
dvy=O;
xm=real(zm);
ym=imag(zm);
z(1:j+1)=zend(1:j+1,k+1);
gamma(1:j+1+1)=gammaend(1:j+1+1,k+1);
z(j+1+i:nt+1)=zend(j+1:nt,k);
gamma(j+1+2:nt+1+1)=gammaend(j+2:nt+1,k);
nt=nt+1;
for a=1:nt-1,
dt(a)=abs(z(a+1)-z(a));
end
rho(1)=O; for a=2:nt-1,
rho(a)=2/(dt(a-1)+dt(a))*(gamma(a)-gamma(a+1));
end rho(nt)=(gamma(nt)-gamma(nt+1))*2/dt(nt-1);
for a=i:nt-1,
X-------------------------- speed --------------------------------------
dgam=rho(a+1)-rho(a);
Xspeed caused by the segment [z(a);z(a+1)]
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dz=z(a+i)-z(a);
al=real ((zm-z (a)) *conj (dz)) labs (dz) -2;
bl= (abs (zm-z (a)) -2+delta-2) /abs (dz) -2-a1-2;
cl=imag(dz) *dgam/abs (dz)-2;
dl=al*cl-(imag(zm-z(a))*dgam-rho(a)*imag(dz))/(2*abs(dz)-2);
el=-al-2*c1+2*a1*dl-bl*cl-rho(a)*imag(zm-z(a))/(abs(dz)-2);
c2=real (dz) *dgam/abs (dz) -2;
d2=al*c2-(real(zm-z(a) )*dgam-real(dz)*rho(a))/(2*abs(dz) -2);
e2=-al-2*c2+2*al*d2-bl*c2-rho(a)*real~zm-z(a))/(abs(dz) -2);
logmlog(((1-al)-2+bl)/(al-2+bl));
if (imag(logm)-pi)
logm=conj (login);
end
w=w+dt(a)/(2*pi)*(cl+i*c2+(di+i*d2)*logm+(el+i*e2)/sqrt(b1)
*(atan((1-ai)/sqrt(bi))-atan(-al/sqrt(bl))));
%speed caused by the segment [conj(z(1+ik));conj(z(1,k))]
a3=real(C(zm+conj (z (a))) *dz) /abs (dz) -2;
b3= (abs (zm+conj (z (a)))-2+delta-2) labs (dz) -2-a3-2;
d3=-a3*cl-(imag(zm+conj (z(a)))*dgam-rho(a)*imag(dz))/(2*abs(dz)-2);
e3=-a3-2*cl-2*a3*d3-b3*cl-rho(a)*imag(zm+conj (z(a)))/(abs(dz) -2);
d4=-a3*c2+(real(zm+conj (z(a) ))*dgam+rho(a)*real(dz) )/(2*abs(dz) -2);
e4=-a3-2*c2-2*a3*d4-b3*c2+rho(a)*real(zm+conj (z(a)))/(abs(dz) -2);
logm=log( C(1+a3) -2+b3) /(a3-2+b3));
if (imag(logm)==-pi)
logmconj (10gm);
end
w=w+dt (a) /(2*pi) *(-cl+i*c2+(-d3+i*d4) *logm+(-e3+i*e4) /sqrt (b3)
*(atan((l+a3)/sqrt(b3))-atan(a3/sqrt(b3))));
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---------------------- velocity gradient ---------------------------------
dalx=real(dz)/abs(dz)^2;
db1x=-2*imag(dz)/abs(dz)^4*imag((zm-z(a))*conj(dz));
ddlx=dalx*cl;
delx=-cl*2*real(zm-z(a))/(abs(dz)^2)+2*(da1x*d1+a1*ddix);
dd2x=dalx*c2-dgam/(2*abs(dz)^2);
de2x=-c2*2*real(zm-z(a))/(abs(dz)^2)+2*(dalx*d2+al*dd2x)-rho(a)/(abs(dz)^2);
da3x=real(dz)/abs(dz)^2;
db3x=2*imag(dz)/abs(dz) ^4*imag((zm+conj (z(a)))*dz);
dd3x=-da3x*cl;
de3x=-2*cl*real(zm+conj(z(a)))/abs(dz)^2-2*(da3x*d3+a3*dd3x);
dd4x=-da3x*c2+dgam/(2*abs(dz)^2);
de4x=-2*c2*real(zm+conj(z(a)))/abs(dz)^2-2*(da3x*d4+a3*dd4x)+rho(a)/(abs(dz)^2);
daly=imag (dz)/abs (dz)~2;
db1y=2*real(dz)/abs(dz)^4*imag((zm-z(a))*conj(dz));
ddly=daly*cl-dgam/(2*abs(dz)^2);
dely=-cl*2*imag(zm-z(a))/(abs(dz)^2)+2*(daly*dl+al*ddly)-rho(a)/(abs(dz)^2);
dd2y=day*c2;
de2y=-2*c2*imag(zm-z(a))/(abs(dz)^2)+2*(daly*d2+al*dd2y);
da3y=-imag(dz)/abs(dz)^2;
db3y=2*real(dz)/abs(dz) ^4*imag((zm+conj (z(a)))*dz);
dd3y=-da3y*cl-dgam/(2*abs(dz)^2);
de3y=-2*cl*imag(zm-z(a))/(abs(dz)^2)-2*(da3y*d3+a3*dd3y)-rho(a)/(abs(dz)^2);
dd4y=-da3y*c2;
de4y=-2*c2*imag(zm-z(a))/(abs(dz)^2)-2*(da3y*d4+a3*dd4y);
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%velocity gradient caused by the segments [z(a);z(a+1)]
%and [conj(z(a+1));conj(z(a))]
A=zeros(4);
B=zeros(4);
C=zeros(4);
D=zeros(6);
F=zeros(4);
H=zeros(2);
G=zeros(4);
dAx=zeros(4);
dAy=zeros(4);
dBx=zeros(4);
dBy=zeros(4);
dCx=zeros(4);
dCy=zeros(4);
dDx=zeros(6);
dDy=zeros(6);
dFx=zeros(4);
dFy=zeros(4);
dGx=zeros(4);
dGy=zeros (4);
dHx=zeros(2);
dHy=zeros(2);
A(1)=(1-ai)/sqrt(bl);
A(2)=(-al)/sqrt(b1);
A(3)=(1+a3)/sqrt(b3);
A (4)= (a3) /sqrt (b3);
B(1)=1-al;
B(2)=-al;
B(3)=1+a3;
B(4)=a3;
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C(1)=b1;
C(2)=C(1);
C (3) =b3;
C(4)=C(3);
F(1)=sqrt(C(1));
F(2)=F(1);
F(3)=sqrt(C(3));
F(4)=F(3);
D(1)=atan(A(1));
D(2)=atan(A (2));
D(3)=atan(A(3));
D(4)= atan(A(4));
D(5)=log(((1-a1)^2+b1)/(a1^2+b1));
if (imag(D(5))==-pi)
D(5)=conj(D(5));
end
D(6)=log(((1+a3)^2+b3)/(a3^2+b3));
if (imag(D(6))==-pi)
D(6)=conj(D(6));
end
G(1)=e1/sqrt(bl);
G(2)=e2/sqrt(bl);
G (3)=e3/sqrt (b3);
G (4)=e4/sqrt (b3);
H(1)=el;
H(2)=e2;
H(3)=e3;
H(4)=e4;
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dBx(1) =-dalx;
dBx (2) =-dalx;
dBx(3)=da3x;
dBx(4)=da3x;
dCx(1)=dbix;
dCx(2)=dbix;
dCx(3)=db3x;
dCx (4) =db3x;
dHx(1)=deIx;
dHx(2)=de2x;
dHx(3)=de3x;
dHx(4)=de4x;
dBy (1)=-daly;
dBy (2)=-daly;
dBy (3) =da3y;
dBy(4)=da3y;
dCy (1)=dbly;
dCy (2)=dbly;
dCy(3)=db3y;
dCy (4)=db3y;
dHy(1)=dely;
dHy (2)=de2y;
dHy (3)=de3y;
dHy(4)=de4y;
for jj=1:4,
dFx(jj)=dCx(jj)/(2*sqrt(C(jj)));
dFy(jj)=dCy(jj)/(2*sqrt(C(jj)));
dAx(jj)=(dBx(jj)*F(jj)-B(jj)*dFx
dAy(jj)=(dBy(jj)*F(jj)-B(jj)*dFy
dDx(jj)=dAx(jj)/(1+A(jj)^2);
(jj))/(F(jj))^2;
(jj))/(F(jj))^2;
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dfy(jj)=dAy(jj)/(1+A(jj) -2);
dGx(jj)=(dHx(jj)*F(jj)-H(jj)*dFx(jj))/(F(jj) )-2;
dGy(jj)=(dHy(jj)*F(jj)-H(jj)*dFy(jj))/(F(jj) )2;
end
dDx (5)=2* (real Czm-z(a+1) )/I((abs (zm-z (a+1))) -2+delta-2)
dDx (6) =2* (real (zm+conj (z (a+1) ))/I((abs (zm+conj (z (a+1)))) -2+delta-2)
-real (zm+conj (z (a)))/I((abs (zm+conj (z (a)) ) ) 2+delta-2));
dDy(5)=2*(imag(zm-z(a+1))I((abs(zm-z(a+l)))Y2+delta-2)
-imag(zm-z (a) )I((abs (zm-z (a)))-2+delta-2));
dDy (6) =2* (imag(zm+conj (z (a+1) )) /((abs (zm+conj (z (a+1)))) -2+delta-2)
-imag(zm+conj (z(a) ))/((abs(zm+conj (z(a)) )) -2+delta-2));
duxdux+dt(a)/(2*pi)*(ddlx*D(5)+dl*dDx(5)-dd3x*D(6)-d3*dDx(6)+dGx()*(D()-D2))
+G(1)*(dDx()-dlx(2) )-dGx(3)*(D(3)-D(4))-G(3)*(dflx(3)-dDx(4)));
duyduy+dt(a)/(2*pi)*(ddly*D(5)+dl*dDy(5)-dd3y*D(6)-d3*dDy(6)+dGy()*(D()-D(2))
+G(1)*(dDy(1)-dDy(2))-dGy(3)*(D(3)-D(4))-G(3)*(dDy(3)-dDy(4)));
dvxdvx-dt(a)/(2*pi)*(dd2x*D(5)+d2*dDx(5)+dd4x*D(6)+d4*dDx(6)+dGx(2)*(D()-D(2))
+G(2)*(dDx(l)-dlx(2))+dGx(4)*(D(3)-D(4))+G(4)*(dlx(3)-d~x(4)));
dvy=dvy-dt(a)/(2*pi)*(dd2y*D(5)+d2*dDy(5)+dd4y*D(6)+d4*dDy(6)+dGy(2)*(D()-D(2))
+G(2)*(dDy(1)-dDy(2))+dGy(4)*(D(3)-D(4) )+G(4)*(dDy(3)-dDy(4)));
end
%. addition of the point vortex components
if (zv-=O)
w=w+i/(2*pi)*rhov(k)/(zm-zv(k))-i/2*pi)*riov(k)/(zm+conj (zv(k)));
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dux=dux-rhov(k)/(pi)*(imag(zm-zv(k))*real(zm-zv(k))/abs(zm-zv(k))^4
-imag(zm+conj(zv(k)))*real(zm+conj(zv(k)))/abs(zm+conj(zv(k)))^4);
duy=duy+rhov (k)/(2*pi)*((abs (zm-zv (k))^2-2*imag (zm-zv (k))^2) /abs (zm-zv (k))^4
-(abs(zm+conj (zv(k)))^2-2*imag(zm+conj (zv(k)))^2)/abs(zm+conj (zv(k)))^4);
dvx=dvx-rhov(k)/(2*pi)*((abs(zm-zv(k))^2-2*real(zm-zv(k))^2)/abs(zm-zv(k))^4
-(abs(zm+conj (zv(k)))^2-2*real(zm+conj (zv(k)))^2)/abs(zm+conj (zv(k)))^4);
dvy=dvy+rhov(k)/(pi)*(imag(zm-zv(k))*real(zm-zv(k))/abs(zm-zv(k))^4
-imag(zm+conj(zv(k)))*real(zm+conj(zv(k)))/abs(zm+conj(zv(k)))^4);
end
dwx=dux-i*dvx;
dwy=duy-i*dvy;
C.2.3 velocity-v.m
function [w,dwx,dwy]=velocity(z, rho, zv, rhov, dt, nt, delta, zm,
k)
w=O;
dwx=O;
dwy=O;
dux=O;
duy=O;
dvx=O;
dvy=O;
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xm=real(zm);
ym=imag(zm);
for 1=1:nt-1,
X-------------------------- speed ------------------------------------
dgam=rho(1+1,k)-rho(1,k);
%speed caused by the segment [z(1,k);z(1+1,k)]
dz=z(1+1,k)-z(1,k);
al=real((zm-z(1,k))*conj(dz))/abs(dz)^2;
bl=(abs(zm-z(1,k))^2+delta^2)/abs(dz)^2-a1^2;
cl=imag (dz)*dgam/abs (dz)^2;
dl=al*cl-(imag(zm-z(1,k))*dgam-rho(1,k)*imag(dz))/(2*abs(dz)^2);
e1=-a1^2*c1+2*a1*d1-b1*c-rho(1,k)*imag(zm-z(,k))/(abs(dz)^2);
c2=real(dz)*dgam/abs(dz)^2;
d2=a1*c2-(real(zm-z(1,k))*dgam-real(dz)*rho(1,k))/(2*abs(dz)^2);
e2=-al2*c2+2*al*d2-bl*c2-rho(1,k)*real(zm-z(1,k))/(abs(dz)^2);
logn=log(((1-a1)^2+b1)/(a1^2+b1));
if (imag(logn)==-pi)
logm=conj(logm);
end
w=w+dt(1)/(2*pi)*(cl+i*c2+(dl+i*d2)*logm+(el+i*e2)/sqrt(b1)
*(atan((1-al)/sqrt(bl))-atan(-al/sqrt(bl))));
Xspeed caused by the segment [conj(z(1+1,k));conj(z(l,k))]
a3=real((zm+conj(z(1,k)))*dz)/abs(dz)^2;
b3=(abs(zm+conj(z(l,k)))^2+delta^2)/abs(dz)^2-a3^2;
d3=-a3*cl-(imag(zm+conj (z(1,k)))*dgam-rho(1,k)*imag(dz))/(2*abs(dz)^2);
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e3=-a3^2*cl-2*a3*d3-b3*cl-rho(l,k)*imag(zm+conj(z(l,k)))/(abs(dz)^2);
d4=-a3*c2+(real(zm+conj(z(l,k)))*dgam+rho(l,k)*real(dz))/(2*abs(dz)^2);
e4=-a3^2*c2-2*a3*d4-b3*c2+rho(l,k)*real(zm+conj(z(l,k)))/(abs(dz)^2);
logm=log(((1+a3)^2+b3)/(a3^2+b3));
if (imag(logm)==-pi)
logm=conj(logm);
end
w=w+dt(l)/(2*pi)*(-c1+i*c2+(-d3+i*d4)*logm+(-e3+i*e4)/sqrt(b3)
*(atan((1+a3)/sqrt(b3))-atan(a3/sqrt(b3))));
---------------------- velocity gradient -----------------------------------
dalx=real(dz)/abs(dz)^2;
dblx=-2*imag(dz)/abs(dz) ^4*imag((zm-z(l,k))*conj (dz));
ddlx=dalx*cl;
delx=-cl*2*real(zm-z(l,k))/(abs(dz)^2)+2*(dalx*dl+al*ddlx);
dd2x=dalx*c2-dgam/(2*abs(dz)^2);
de2x=-c2*2*real(zm-z(l,k))/(abs(dz)^2)+2*(da1x*d2+a1*dd2x)-rho(l,k)/(abs(dz)^2);
da3x=real(dz)/abs(dz)^2;
db3x=2*imag(dz)/abs(dz)^4*imag((zm+conj(z(l,k)))*dz);
dd3x=-da3x*cl;
de3x=-2*cl*real(zm+conj(z(lk)))/abs(dz)^2-2*(da3x*d3+a3*dd3x);
dd4x=-da3x*c2+dgam/(2*abs(dz)^2);
de4x=-2*c2*real(zm+conj(z(l,k)))/abs(dz)^2-2*(da3x*d4+a3*dd4x)
+rho(l,k)/(abs(dz)^2);
daly=imag(dz)/abs(dz)^2;
db1y=2*real(dz)/abs(dz)^4*imag((zm-z(l,k))*conj (dz));
ddly=daly*cl-dgam/(2*abs(dz)^2);
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de1y=-c1*2*imag(zm-z(1,k))/(abs(dz)^2)+2*(day*d+a*ddy)-rho(1,k)/(abs(dz)^2);
dd2y=daly*c2;
de2y=-2*c2*imag(zm-z(1,k))/(abs(dz)^2)+2*(da1y*d2+a1*dd2y);
da3y=-imag(dz)/abs(dz)^2;
db3y=2*real(dz)/abs(dz)^4*imag((zm+conj(z(1,k)))*dz);
dd3y=-da3y*cl-dgam/(2*abs(dz)^2);
de3y=-2*cl*imag(zm-z(1,k))/(abs(dz)^2)-2*(da3y*d3+a3*dd3y)-rho(1,k)/(abs(dz)^2);
dd4y=-da3y*c2;
de4y=-2*c2*imag(zm-z(1,k))/(abs(dz)^2)-2*(da3y*d4+a3*dd4y);
Xvelocity gradient caused by the segments [z(1,k);z(1+1,k)]
%and [conj(z(1+1,k));conj(z(1,k))]
A=zeros(4);
B=zeros(4);
C=zeros(4);
D=zeros(6);
F=zeros(4);
H=zeros(2);
G=zeros(4);
dAx=zeros(4);
dAy=zeros(4);
dBx=zeros(4);
dBy=zeros(4);
dCx=zeros(4);
dCy=zeros(4);
dDx=zeros(6);
dDy=zeros(6);
dFx=zeros(4);
dFy=zeros(4);
dGx=zeros(4);
dGy=zeros(4);
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dHx=zeros(2);
dHy=zeros(2);
A(1)=(l-al)/sqrt(bl);
A(2)=(-al)/sqrt(bl);
A(3)=(l+a3)/sqrt(b3);
A(4)=(a3)/sqrt(b3);
B(1)=l-al;
B(2)=-al;
B(3)=l+a3;
B(4)=a3;
C(1)=bl;
C(2)=C(l);
C(3)=b3;
C(4)=C(3);
F(I)=sqrt(C(l));
F(2)=F(l);
F(3)=sqrt(C(3));
F(4)=F(3);
D(1)=atan(A(l));
D(2)=atan(A(2));
D(3)=atan(A(3));
D(4)= atan(A(4));
D(5)=log(((I-al)-2+bl)/(al-2+bl));
if (imag(D(5))==-pi)
D(5)=conj(D(5));
end
D(6)=log(((l+a3)-2+b3)/(a3-2+b3));
if (imag(D(6))==-pi)
D(6)=conj(D(6));
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end
G(1)=el/sqrt(bl);
G(2)=e2/sqrt(bl);
G(3)=e3/sqrt (b3);
G (4)=e4/sqrt (b3);
H(1)=el;
H(2)=e2;
H(3)=e3;
H(4)=e4;
dBx(1)=-dalx;
dBx (2) =-daix;
dBx (3) =da3x;
dBx (4) =da3x;
dCx(1)=dblx;
dCx (2) =dbIx;
dCx(3)=db3x;
dCx (4) =db3x;
dHx(1)=delx;
dHx (2)=de2x;
dHx (3)=de3x;
dHx(4)=de4x;
dBy(l)=-daly;
dBy(2)=-daly;
dBy (3) =da3y;
dBy (4)=da3y;
dCy(l)=dbly;
dCy(2)=dbly;
dCy (3) =db3y;
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dCy(4)=db3y;
dHy(1)=dely;
dHy(2)=de2y;
dHy(3)=de3y;
dHy(4)=de4y;
for jj=1:4,
dFx(jj)=dCx(jj)/(2*sqrt(C(jj)));
dFy(jj)=dCy(jj)/(2*sqrt(C(jj)));
dAx(jj)=(dBx(jj)*F(jj)-B(jj)*dFx(jj))/(F(jj)) ^2;
dAy(jj)=(dBy(jj)*F(jj)-B(jj)*dFy(jj))/(F(jj))^2;
dDx(jj)=dAx(jj)/(1+A(jj)^2);
dDy(jj)=dAy(jj)/(1+A(jj)^2);
dGx(jj)=(dHx(jj)*F(jj)-H(jj)*dFx(jj))/(F(jj)) ^2;
dGy(jj)=(dHy(jj)*F(jj)-H(jj)*dFy(jj))/(F(jj))^2;
end
dDx(5)=2* (real (zm-z(1+1,k))/ ((abs (zm-z(1+1,k))) ^2+delta^2)
-real (zm-z (1,k))r / ((abs (zm-z(1,k))) ^2+delta^2)) ;
dDx(6)=2*(real(zm+conj(z(1+1,k)))/((abs(as~mc (z(1+1,k))))^2+delta^2)
-real (zm+conj (z(1,k)))/((abs(zm+conj (z(1,k))))^-2+delta^2));
dDy(5)=2* (imag(zm-z(1+1,k)) / ((abs (zm-z (1+1,k))) ^2+delta^2)
-imag(zm-z(,k))/((abs (zm-z(1,k))) 2+delta^2));
dDy(6)=2*(imag(zm+conj(z(1+1,k)))/((abs(zm+conj(z(1+1,k))))^2+delta^2)
-imag(zm+conj (z(1,k)))/((abs(zm+conj (z(1,k))))^-2+delta^2));
dux=dux+dt(l)/(2*pi)*(ddlx*D(5)+dl*dDx(5)-dd3x*D(6)-d3*dDx(6)+dGx(1)*(D(1)-D(2))
+G(1)*(dDx(1)-dDx(2))-dGx(3)*(D(3)-D(4))-G(3)*(dDx(3)-dDx(4)));
duy=duy+dt(l)/(2*pi)*(ddy*D(5)+d*dDy(5)-dd3y*D(6)-d3*dDy(6)+dGy(1)*(D(1)-D(2))
+G(1)*(dDy(1)-dDy(2))-dGy(3)*(D(3)-D(4))-G(3)*(dDy(3)-dDy(4)));
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dvx=dvx-dt(1)/(2*pi)*(dd2x*D(5)+d2*dDx(5)+dd4x*D(6)+d4*dDx(6)+dGx(2)*(D()-D(2))
+G(2)*(dDx(1)-dDx(2))+dGx(4)*(D(3)-D(4))+G(4)*(dDx(3)-dDx(4)));
dvy=dvy-dt(1)/(2*pi)*(dd2y*D(5)+d2*dDy(5)+dd4y*D(6)+d4*dDy(6)+dGy(2)*(D(1)-D(2))
+G(2)*(dDy(1)-dDy(2))+dGy(4)*(D(3)-D(4))+G(4)*(dDy(3)-dDy(4)));
end
% addition of the point vortex components
if (zv~=O)
w=w-i/(2*pi)*rhov(k)/(zm+conj(zv(k)));
dux=dux-rhov(k)/(pi)*(-imag(zm+conj(zv(k)))
*real(zm+conj(zv(k)))/abs(zm+conj(zv(k)))^4);
duy=duy+rhov(k)/(2*pi)*(-(abs(zm+conj(zv(k)))^2
-2*imag(zm+conj(zv(k)))^2)/abs(zm+conj(zv(k)))^4);
dvx=dvx-rhov(k)/(2*pi)*(-(abs(zm+conj(zv(k)))^2
-2*real(zm+conj(zv(k)))^2)/abs(zm+conj(zv(k)))^4);
dvy=dvy+rhov(k)/(pi)*(-imag(zm+conj(zv(k)))
*real(zm+conj(zv(k)))/abs(zm+conj(zv(k)))^4);
end
dwx=dux-i*dvx; dwy=duy-i*dvy;
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C.3 Redistribution of the circulation
C.3.1 gammasdis7.m
function g=gammadis7(gamma, rho,j, 1 ,k ,nt,t,ttemp,dt,dttemp,z,
ztemp,gammal)
g=zeros(3,1);
X-- interpolation of rho at the middle midpoints ---
rhol=rho(j+1-2,k+1);
rho4=rho(j+1,k);
X-- interpolation of gamma at the extreme end point z(j+1,k+1) ---
ti=sqrt(1-(gamma(j+1,k))^2);
t2=sqrt(1-(gamma(j+2,k))^2);
Ll=dt(j)/2;
L2=dt (j+1)/2;
t12=(L2*tl+L1*t2)/(L1+L2);
gamma2=sqrt(1-ti2^2);
%-- g(1) --------------------------------
g(1)=gamma-rhol*dttemp (j+1-2)/2;
X-- g(3) --------------------------------
tl=sqrt(1-(g(1))^2);
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t2=sqrt (1-gamma2^2);
L1=(dttemp(j+1-2)+2*dttemp(j+1-1)+dttemp(j+1))/2;
L2=dttemp(j+1)/2;
t12=(L2*tl+L1*t2)/(L1+L2);
g(3)=sqrt(1-t12^2);
X-- g(2) --------------------------------
ti=sqrt(1-(g(1))^2); t2=sgrt(1-(g(3))^2);
L1=(dttemp(j+1-2)+dttemp(j+1-1))/2;
L2=(dttemp(j+1-1)+dttemp(j+1))/2; t12=(L2*tl+L1*t2)/(L1+L2);
g (2)=sgrt (1-t12^2) ;
C.3.2 gammadis8.m
function g=gammadis8(z, ztemp, gamma, gammatemp, j, k, 1)
zm=(z(j+1,k+1)+ztemp(j-1-1))/2;
tl=sqrt (1-(gammatemp(j-1-1))^2);
t2=sqrt(1-(gamma(j+1,k))^2);
L1=(abs(ztemp(j-1-1)-ztemp(j-1-2))+abs(zm-ztemp(j-1-1)))/2;
L2=(abs(z(j+1,k+1)-zm)+abs(z(j+2,k+1)-z(j+1,k+1)))/2;
t12=(L2*tl+L1*t2)/(L1+L2);
g=srt(1-t12^2);
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C.3.3 gammadis9.m
function g=gammadis9(gamma, dt, j, k)
t i=sqrt (1-(gamma(j ,k))^2);
t2=sqrt(1-(gamma(j+1,k))^2);
L1=dt(j-1)/2;
L2=dt (j)/2;
t12=(L2*tl+L1*t2)/(L1+L2);
g=sqrt(1-t12^2);
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C.4 Computation of the angle between two panels
function t=thetaspan(z, j)
% measure of the angle around point zj
j2=j+1;
xend=real(z);
yend=imag(z);
dx2=xend(j2)-xend(j2-1);
dy2=yend(j2)-yend(j2-1);
if (j2==2),
dxl=1;
dyl=O;
else
dxl=xend(j2-1)-xend(j2-2);
dy1=yend(j2-1)-yend(j2-2);
end
cos=(dx1*dx2+dy1*dy2)/sqrt ((dx1^2+dy1^2)*(dx2^2+dy2^2));
dx3=dx2-(dxl*dx2+dyl*dy2)*dxl/(dx1^2+dy1^2);
dy3=dy2-(dx1*dx2+dy1*dy2)*dy1/(dx1^2+dy1^2);
sin=(dx3*dx2+dy3*dy2)/sqrt ((dx3^2+dy3^2)*(dx2^2+dy2^2));
t=atan2(sin,cos);
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C.5 Calculation of the benefits in induced drag
C.5.1 Horseshoe vortex model
function [D2,alpha]=interactionhs(x,y)
------------ definition of the second wing (lifting line) --------------
nt2=81;
z2=zeros(2*nt2-1);
z20=x+i*y;
for j=1:2*nt2-1,
z2(j)=z20+(j-nt2)/(nt2-1);
end
t2(1)=0;
dt2=1/(nt2-1);
for j=1:nt2-1,
t2(j+1)=t2(j)+dt2;
end
zm2=zeros (2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
zm2(j)=(z2(j+1)+z2(j))/2;
end
gamma2=zeros (2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:nt2-1,
temp=(t2(j)+t2(j+1))/2;
gamma2(j+nt2-1)=sqrt(1-temp^2);
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end
for j=1:nt2-1,
gamma2(j)=gamma2(2*nt2-1-j);
end
----- -- computation of the velocity induced by the horseshoe vortex
on the sheet at the panel midpoints --------
wm2=zeros(2*nt2-2, 1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
wm2(j)=-i/(2*pi)*(1/(zm2(j)-pi/4)-1/(zm2(j)+pi/4));
end
% ---------- computation of the induced drag of the system --------
D2=0;
for j=1:2*nt2-2;
D2=D2+dt2*imag(wm2(j))*gamma2(j);
end
D20=pi/8;
alpha=-D2/D20*100;
C.5.2 Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core
function [D2,alpha]=interactionhscl(x,y)
X----------- definition of the second wing (lifting line) --------------
nt2=81;
z2=zeros(2*nt2-1);
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z20=x+i*y;
for j=1:2*nt2-1,
z2(j)=z20+(j-nt2)/(nt2-1);
end
t2(1)=0;
dt2=1/(nt2-1);
for j=1:nt2-1,
t2(j+1)=t2(j)+dt2;
end
zm2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
zm2(j)=(z2(j+1)+z2(j))/2;
end
gamma2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:nt2-1,
temp=(t2(j)+t2(j+1))/2;
gamma2(j+nt2-1)=sqrt (1-temp^2);
end
for j=1:nt2-1,
gamma2(j)=gamma2(2*nt2-1-j);
end
------------ computation of the velocity induced by the horseshoe vortex
on the sheet at the panel midpoints --------
wm2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
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for j=1:2*nt2-2,
wm2(j)=-i/(2*pi)*((conj (zm2(j))-pi/4)/((abs(zm2(j)-pi/4))^2+core^2)
-(conj (zm2(j))+pi/4)/((abs(zm2(j)+pi/4))^2+core^2));
end
% ------------ computation of the induced drag of the system -------------
D2=0;
for j=1:2*nt2-2;
D2=D2+dt2*imag (wm2(j))*gamma2(j);
end
D20=pi/8;
alpha=-D2/D20*100;
C.5.3 Lamb model for a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core
function [D2,alpha]=interactionhs(x,y)
X----------- definition of the second wing (lifting line) --------------
nt2=81;
z2=zeros(2*nt2-1);
z20=x+i*y;
for j=1:2*nt2-1,
z2(j)=z20+(j-nt2)/(nt2-1);
end
t2(1)=0;
dt2=1/(nt2-1);
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for j=1:nt2-1,
t2(j+1)=t2(j)+dt2;
end
zm2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
zm2(j)=(z2(j+1)+z2(j))/2;
end
gamma2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:nt2-1,
temp=(t2(j)+t2(j+1))/2;
gamma2(j+nt2-1)=sqrt(1-temp^2);
end
for j=1:nt2-1,
gamma2(j)=gamma2(2*nt2-1-j);
end
% ----------- computation of the velocity induced by the horseshoe vortex
on the sheet at the panel midpoints --------
wm2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
wm2(j)=-i/(2*pi)*((conj(zm2(j))-pi/4)/(abs(zm2(j)-pi/4))^2
*(1-exp(-(abs(zm2(j)-pi/4))^2/(2*core^2)))-(conj(zm2(j))+pi/4)/(abs(zm2(j)
+pi/4))^2+core^2)*(1-exp(-(abs(zm2(j)+pi/4))^2/(2*core^2)));
end
------------- computation of the induced drag of the system -------------
D2=0;
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for j=1:2*nt2-2;
D2=D2+dt2*imag (wm2(j))*gamma2(j);
end
D20=pi/8;
alpha=-D2/D20*100;
C.5.4 Rolled-up sheet model
Velocity at the trailing wing
function w=velocity5(z, rho, zv, rhov, dt, nt, delta, zm)
w=0;
for 1=1:nt-1,
X-------------------------- speed -------------------------------------
dgam=rho (1+1)-rho (1);
%speed caused by the segment [z(1);z(1+1)]
dz=z(1+1)-z(1) ;
al=real((zm-z(1))*conj(dz))/abs(dz)^2;
bl=(abs (zm-z(1))^2+delta^2)/abs (dz)^2-a1^2;
cl=imag(dz)*dgam/abs (dz)^2;
d1=a1*c1-(imag(zm-z(1))*dgam-rho(1)*imag(dz))/(2*abs(dz)^2);
e1=-a1^2*c1+2*a1*d-b*c-rho(1)*imag(zm-z())/(abs(dz)^2);
c2=real(dz)*dgam/abs(dz)^2;
d2=al*c2-(real(zm-z(1))*dgam-real(dz)*rho(1))/(2*abs(dz)^2);
e2=-a1^2*c2+2*al*d2-bl*c2-rho(l)*real(zm-z(1))/(abs(dz)^2);
logm=log(((1-al)^2+bl)/(al2+bl));
if (imag(logm)==-pi)
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logm=conj(logm);
end
w=w+dt(1)/(2*pi)*(cl+i*c2+(dl+i*d2)*logm+(el+i*e2)/sqrt(bl)
*(atan((1-al)/sqrt(bl))-atan(-a/sqrt(bl))));
%speed caused by the segment [conj(z(1+1,k));conj(z(1,k))]
a3=real((zm+conj(z(1)))*dz)/abs(dz)^2;
b3=(abs(zm+conj(z(l)))^2+delta^2)/abs(dz)^2-a3^2;
d3=-a3*cl-(imag(zm+conj(z(l)))*dgam-rho(l)*imag(dz))/(2*abs(dz)^2);
e3=-a3^2*c1-2*a3*d3-b3*c1-rho(1)*imag(zm+conj(z(l)))/(abs(dz)^2);
d4=-a3*c2+(real(zm+conj(z(l)))*dgam+rho(l)*real(dz))/(2*abs(dz)^2);
e4=-a3^2*c2-2*a3*d4-b3*c2+rho(1)*real(zm+conj (z(1))) /(abs(dz) ^2);
logm=log(((1+a3)^2+b3)/(a3^2+b3));
if (imag(logm)==-pi)
logm=conj(logm);
end
w=w+dt(1)/(2*pi)*(-c1+i*c2+(-d3+i*d4)*logm+(-e3+i*e4)/sqrt(b3)
*(atan((1+a3)/sqrt(b3))-atan(a3/sqrt(b3))));
end
X addition of the point vortex components
if (zv~=O)
w=w-i/(2*pi)*rhov/(zm-zv)+i/(2*pi)*rhov/(zm+conj(zv));
end
Benefits in induced drag
function[D2,alpha]=interaction2(x,y,time,z,gamma,rho,zv,rhov,T,DO,phi)
NMAX=length(z(:,1));
delta = 0.01;
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temp=zeros(NMAX, 1);
X ------ finding the time step corresponding to the interesting time-------
TMAX=length(T(:));
jtime=O;
for j=1:TMAX,
if (T(j)<time),
jtime=j;
end
end
if (abs(T(jtime)-time)>abs(T(jtime+1)-time)),
jtime=jtime+1;
end
X----------- definition of the first wake (rolled-up) --------------
for j=2:NMAX,
if (z(j,jtime)~=O),
ntl=j;
end
end
zl=zeros(2*ntl-1);
z1(nti:2*nti-1)=z(1:nt1,jtime);
for j=1:ntl-1,
z1(j)=-conj(z(nt1+1-j,jtime));
end z1O=z1(nt1);
t1(1)=0;
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for j=1:ntl-1,
dtl(j)=abs(zl(j+ntl)-zl(j+ntl-1));
t1(j+1)=t1(j)+dt1(j);
end
gamma1=gamma(1:nt1+1,jtime);
rho1=zeros(nti,1);
rhol(1)=0;
for j=2:ntl-1,
rhol(j)=2/(dtl(j-1)+dtl(j))*(gammal(j)-ganma1(j+1));
end
rhoI(nt1)=(gammal(nti)-gammal(ntl+1))*2/dt1(ntl-I);
zvl=zv(jtime);
rhovl=rhov(jtime);
------------ definition of the second wing (lifting line) --------------
nt2=81;
z2=zeros(2*nt2-1);
z20=x+i*y;%absolute position
for j=1:2*nt2-1,
z2(j)=z20+(j-nt2)/(nt2-1);
end
t2(1)=0;
dt2=1/(nt2-1);
for j=1:nt2-1,
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t2(j+1)=t2(j)+dt2;
end
zm2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
zm2(j)=(z2(j+1)+z2(j))/2;
end
gamma2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:nt2-1,
temp=(t2(j)+t2(j+1))/2;
gamma2(j+nt2-1)=sqrt (1-temp^2);
end
for j=1:nt2-1,
gamma2(j)=gamma2(2*nt2-1-j);
end
X ----------- computation of the velocity induced by the first sheet
Xon the 2nd one at the panel midpoints --------
wm2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
wm2(j)=velocity_5(zl(ntl:2*nti-1), rhol, zvl, rhov1, dt1, nti, delta, zm2(j));
end
% ----------- computation of the induced drag of the system ----------
D2=0;
for j=1:2*nt2-2;
D2=D2+dt2*gamma2(j)*imag(wm2(j));
end
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D20=pi/8;
alpha=-D2/D20*100;
C.5.5 Example of mapping program
function[X,Y,D2,alpha,alpham,zm,zc]=mapping(time,z,gamma,rho,zv,rhov,T,DO,phi,zc)
x(1:15)=[0:0.1:1.4];
x(16:85)=[1.41:0.01:2.1];
x(86: 95)= [2. 1: 0.1: 3]
y=[-0.5:0.01:0 .5] ;
nx=length(x);
ny=length(y);
D2=zeros(nx,ny);
alpha=zeros (nx,ny);
jtime=timestep(T,time);
yc=imag(zc(jtime));
zc=zc(jtime);
y=[-0.5:0.01:0.5]+yc*ones(1,ny);
alpham=0;
zm=0;
for j=1:nx,
for k=1:ny,
[D2(j,k),alpha(j,k)]=interaction(x(j),y(k),time,z,gamma,rho,
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zvrhov,T,DO,phi);
if (alpha(j,k)>alpham),
alpham=alpha(j,k);
zm=x(j)+i*y(k);
end
end
end
[X,Y]= matrices(x,y);\\[2cm]
function [X,Y]= matrices (x,y)
lx=length(x); ly=length(y);
X=zeros(lx,ly); Y=zeros(lx,ly);
for j=1:ly,
X(:,j)=x';
end for j=1:lx,
Y(j,:)=y;
end
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C.6 Calculation of the rolling moment
function [R2]=interactionhsm(x,y,core)
------------ definition of the second wing (lifting line) --------------
nt2=81;
z2=zeros(2*nt2-1);
z20=x+i*y;
for j=1:2*nt2-1,
z2(j)=z20+(j-nt2)/(nt2-1);
end
t2(1)=0;
dt2=1/(nt2-1);
for j=1:nt2-1,
t2(j+1)=t2(j)+dt2;
end
zm2=zeros (2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
zm2(j)=(z2(j+1)+z2(j))/2;
end
c2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);%chord (elliptical distribution)
for j=1:nt2-1,
temp=(t2(j)+t2(j+1))/2;
c2(j+nt2-1)=sqrt(1-temp^2);
end for j=1:nt2-1,
c2(j)=c2(2*nt2-1-j);
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end
------------ computation of the velocity induced by the horseshoe vortex
%on the sheet at the panel midpoints --------
wm2=zeros (2*nt2-2, 1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
wm2(j)=-i/(2*pi)*(1/(zm2(j)-pi/4)-1/(zm2(j)+pi/4));
end
------------ computation of the rolling moment of the system -----------
R2=0;
for j=1:2*nt2-2;
R2=R2+dt2*c2(j)*imag(wm2(j))*real(zm2(j)-z20);
end
C.6.1 Burnham model for a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core
function [R2]=interactionhsclm(x,y,core)
------------ definition of the second wing (lifting line) --------------
nt2=81;
z2=zeros(2*nt2-1);
z20=x+i*y;
for j=1:2*nt2-1,
z2(j)=z20+(j-nt2)/(nt2-1);
end
t2(1)=0;
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dt2=1/(nt2-1);
for j=1:nt2-1,
t2(j+1)=t2(j)+dt2;
end
zm2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
zm2(j)=(z2(j+1)+z2(j))/2;
end
c2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);%chord (elliptical distribution)
for j=1:nt2-1,
temp=(t2(j)+t2(j+1))/2;
c2(j+nt2-1)=sqrt(1-temp^2);
end for j=1:nt2-1,
c2(j)=c2(2*nt2-1-j);
end
% ----------- computation of the velocity induced by the horseshoe vortex
Xon the sheet at the panel midpoints --------
wm2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
wm2(j)=-i/(2*pi)*((conj(zm2(j))-pi/4)/((abs(zm2(j)-pi/4))^2+core^2)
-(conj (zm2(j))+pi/4)/((abs(zm2(j)+pi/4))^2+core^2));
end
------------ computation of the rolling moment of the system -----------
R2=0;
for j=1:2*nt2-2;
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R2=R2+dt2*c2(j)*imag(wm2(j))*real(zm2(j)-z20);
end
C.6.2 Lamb model for a horseshoe vortex with a viscous core
function [R2] =interactionhsc2m(x,y, core)
------------ definition of the second wing (lifting line) --------------
nt2=81;
z2=zeros(2*nt2-1);
z20=x+i*y;
for j=1:2*nt2-1,
z2(j)=z20+(j-nt2)/(nt2-1);
end
t2(1)=0;
dt2=1/(nt2-1);
for j=1:nt2-1,
t2(j+1)=t2(j)+dt2;
end
zm2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
zm2(j)=(z2(j+1)+z2(j))/2;
end
c2=zeros (2*nt2-2, 1); %chord (elliptical distribution)
for j=1:nt2-1,
temp=(t2(j)+t2(j+1))/2;
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c2(j+nt2-1)=sqrt(1-temp^2);
end for j=1:nt2-1,
c2(j)=c2(2*nt2-1-j);
end
------------ computation of the velocity induced by the horseshoe vortex
%on the sheet at the panel midpoints --------
wm2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
wm2(j)=-i/(2*pi)*((conj(zm2(j))-pi/4)/(abs(zm2(j)-pi/4))^2
*(1-exp(-(abs(zm2(j)-pi/4))^2/(2*core^2)))-(conj(zm2(j))+pi/4)/(abs(zm2(j)
+pi/4))^2+core^2)*(-exp(-(abs(zm2(j)+pi/4))^2/(2*core^2)));
end
------------ computation of the rolling moment of the system -----------
R2=0;
for j=1:2*nt2-2;
R2=R2+dt2*c2(j)*imag(wm2(j))*real(zm2(j)-z20);
end
C.6.3 Rolled-up sheet model
function[R2]=interactionm(x,y,time,z,gamma,rho,zv,rhov,T,DO,phi)
NMAX=length(z(:,1));
delta = 0.01;
temp=zeros(NMAX,1);
X-------- finding the time step corresponding to the interesting time ------
TMAX=length(T(:));
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jtime=0;
for j=1:TMAX,
if (T(j)<time),
jtime=j;
end
end if (abs (T(jtime)-time)>abs(T(jtime+1)-time)),
jtime=jtime+1;
end
X----------- definition of the first wake (rolled-up) --------------
for j=2:NMAX,
if (z(jjtime)~=O),
ntl=j;
end
end
zl=zeros(2*ntl-1);
z1(nti:2*nti-1)=z(1:nti,jtime);
for j=1:ntl-1,
z1(j)=-conj(z(nt1+1-j,jtime));
end
zlO=zl(ntl);
t1(1)=0;
for j=1:ntl-1,
dt1(j)=abs(zl(j+ntl)-zl(j+ntl-1));
t1(j+1)=t1(j)+dt1(j);
end
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gammaI=gamma(1:nt1+1,jtime);
rhol=zeros(ntl,1);
rhol(1)=0;
for j=2:ntl-1,
rhol(j)=2/(dtl(j-1)+dtl(j))*(gammal(j)-gamma(j+1));
end
rhoI(nt1)=(gammal(ntl)-gammal(ntl+1))*2/dtl(ntl-1);
zv1=zv(jtime);
rhovl=rhov(jtime);
------------ definition of the second wing (lifting line) --------------
nt2=81;
z2=zeros(2*nt2-1);
z20=x+i*y;%absolute position
for j=1:2*nt2-1,
z2(j)=z20+(j-nt2)/(nt2-1);
end
t2(1)=0;
dt2=1/(nt2-1);
for j=1:nt2-1,
t2(j+1)=t2(j)+dt2;
end
zm2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
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for j=1:2*nt2-2,
zm2(j)=(z2(j+1)+z2(j))/2;
end
c2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);%chord: elliptical distribution
for j=1:nt2-1,
temp=(t2(j)+t2(j+1))/2;
c2(j+nt2-1)=sqrt(1-temp^2);
end
for j=1:nt2-1,
c2(j)=gamma2(2*nt2-1-j);
end
X ----------- computation of the velocity induced by the first sheet on the
2nd one at the panel midpoints --------
wm2=zeros(2*nt2-2,1);
for j=1:2*nt2-2,
wm2(j)=velocity_5(zl(ntl:2*nti-1),
end
rhol, zvi, rhovI, dtl, nti, delta, zm2(j));
% ----------------- computation of the rolling moment of the system -------
R2=0; for j=1:2*nt2-2;
R2=R2+dt2*c2(j)*imag(wm2(j))*real(zm2(j)-z20);
end
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